
The following is a translated extract fron the bool; wKodo Sungji
Taegi'/an ’ 1 by Yi Mu-yong, published by the Choson Travel iress in 1947.

Tongdo-sa

Tongclo~sa Is located near the village of Sinoyong in Yangsan Gun
(County), 25 miles from Kyongju and 15 miles from both Ulsan and
Kulgun.

Aged 'oines line the path, their boughs forming an arcade, giving
the traveller the i pression, even at day, of the interior of a stone
cave. Although the road is level, the mountain tops look higher as
you go on, strangely shaped rocks spring up here and there, and the
flowing stream sounds mournful. The aged pines here arc incomparable.

History of the Temple

Tongdo-sa was built in 646
,

in the last year of Queen Sondok's
reign, the 27th monarch of the Silla Dynasty, by the famous priest
Chajang, whose original name was Sonjong and who was a son of Irincc
Murim, one of the potentates in the country at that time. In pursuance
of his childhood dream of learning Buddhist doctrines, he went to
Tang in the 5th year of Queen Sondok. As his saintliness was well
known, Emperor T f aejong of Tang asked him to remain at the Court

HPcrrplo, Sunggwanbyolvon, but Chajang refused and after returning to
Korea stayed for three years in a cavo near the Unjae Temple on
South Mountain. After 'enduring many privations he finally received
a heavenly revelation. Then lie began, it is reported, his devotions
before the Stone Statue of Munju on the shore of Tacnwa Lake in the
cool Odae Mountains.

Ton days afterwards, at dawn, th^re appeared before him Manjusri,
the Buddhist apostle, who taught him four valuable cownandnents and
gave him four treasures.

The apostle added, "This is a direct gift from. S^cyaridni himself
so look after it well and save the masses .' 1

'"**

No sooner had ho spoken thus than Manjusri disappeared.
fc
'

.
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Tile four treasures wars none other- rthan Sakynmu&iJs forehead bone,
naya ( pric st 1 s cape

) ,
scrolLsa and

* v

sarira ( A 9 g" yim l nund
in the. fif-tor- tlio—Crag ^ - - 0 0 - ' * ** ' ‘
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Chajang returned to Silla in 643 >
bringing with him. the scripture,

and Queen Sondolc received him respectfully and appointed him High

Priest (Archbishop). In 646 the sarira were placed temporarily at

Hwaaignyong-sa in Ky0ng ju, and ork startsd inme iatcly on a site

in Yongchwi-san (Spirit of the Ic.gle l.ountain) • The main temple

was completed and named Tongdo—ca, meaning "All co.’.ers in black and

white, nriests and laymen, receive the true way .' 1 Records show tnat

when the temple was first built it was the largest throughout the

kingdom, with several hundred buildings and more than a thousand

resident priests.

The scourge of war did not spare Tongdo^sa and tun.ee it was

devastated by Japanese invaders. Later a fire reduced it so that

now. with Buddhism considerably reduced in vitality, there arc only

a hundred resident priests at the temple.

Tongdo-sa represents one of the 31 main administrative temples

in Korea and is one of the three largest temples in Korea. But the

temple is reckoned as the fountainhead of Buddhism above other

temples, because it still retains the four treasures,. j>artlcularly

the sarira.

Treasures of the Temple

In view of its long history, it is most natural tnat Tongdo-sa

has many valuable treasures. The euo&t prominent are:

1. Sakyanuni* s '.own kasaya (cape), is believed to have been

-tailored 1,,000 B.C- out of silk, woven in heaven, studded with gold.

2. Ohajang 1 s own '.kasaya (cape) - made of silk, gold colored

with a cloud pattern.

3.

IIan of the heavens: A round-shaped model of ivory, representing

the sun, noon and stars and 2o constellations. On tne back are carved

33 heavenly beings in a triangular arrangement.

4 # Thrce-4>raw5-i?K^^ Treasure No. 499):
is 1 ft 6 in. tall and 1 ft 1 in. wide: the medium one

1 ft tall and '6 inches wide; and the smallest one 7 inches ta ll, and -

3 Inches wide. Hade of silver, all of then bear four Sanskrit

characters and the designs of flowers and leaves on their faces.

5, The bottle of sweet dewdrops -•*«. nnnufactured-^lurlns *&he

Silla period. Hade of silver, with designs of lotus blooms and

-tdie bottle i-s 9 *2—inenes long and 4<5 ineneu wide.
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6. Chaja.ng f s handbell is S inches long and 2.4 inches wide and has

carved on it the Five Gods of the Directions.

7* Wonhyots handbell, S inches long and 2.4 inches wide. On its

surface are carved the Gods of the Six Grades/.

$• The Diamond llortar is a relic of the Silla period, is 0.2 inches

long, the middle diameter 0.7 inches and the top, diameter 2.3 in.

9i The Six-ringed iron staff is 5*3 inches long nd 0*4 inches in

diameter

.

Furthermore within the temple precincts are a stole for Srkyanuni
(National Treasure No. 110), a‘ great

^

boll, the seven vo 1/unes of

Ponhwa scriptures done in gold in Pri> st Kin Kyong-un 1 s own hand**

writing, etc. In the library building of the terrole arc 0, 534 volumes
of the scriptures printed at ITaeinsa and 414 volumes of sutras

printed in Shanghai.

Host important of the buildings is the Taegwangmyong- jon (Hall

of Great Light), rebuilt by King Yongjo, the 21st King of the Yi
Dynasty, in 1723. This hall shows unusual architectural techniques and

is a valuable example of Yi dynasty architecture. The largo Buddhist
paintings inside, done on silk, are excellent.

The Taeung-jon
constructed during
of the Yi Dynasty,
period, used in the
The interior of the
fish. One who is no
Buddhist statue in
is the Sarira pagod

(main building) (National Treasure ho. 241) T 'as

the latter years of King Sonjo, the 14th monarch
The building is T-shaped and metal of the Tang
original temple building, is used in the roof,
building is decorated with colorful designs of

t informed will wonder at the absence of a

the Hall. The truth is that behind the Hall there
a in which Sakyanunl himself reposes.

Inside the sarira pagoda arc three stone .boxes. In one pro

enclosed four five-^colored sarira, in the second one a tootn, and

in the third the forehead bone and several tons of finger joints.

The pagoda, was reconstructed in 1.603, in the 37th year of .King Sonjo,

by Priest Song-un, and was renovated by Priest Kepa in 1705, the 31st

year 'of King Sukchong. The present iron enclosure is the work of

1912.

Tlicre is an interesting legend about the sar ra pa oda.

Hastor Chajang installed the sarira at Tongdo-sa. He bid his
#

liord never te n^cir.the box and :Tftw.ily sealed the lad.
SXL
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One d a Kill" t s emissary visited here and read the records* His
curiosity was greatly aroused, v.iion he read this part, and despite
the nbbet 1 s efforts to dissuade him, th.c official wanted to oocn
the lid. A boy apprentice had stood by and warned hin that a
poisonous toad would be sitting in it and would hurt him. Instead
of discouraging him, this increased his curiosity and ho at last
unsealed the cover* There was that formidable toad, staring with
his bulging eyes at the intruder, but the more surprising thing
was the fact that written on the inside of the lid was the prophecy
that on a certain day, at a certain hour, a certain person would
open the lid. That personas name war the officials own none and
every other detail corresponded with his situation.

This legend spread. Two generals of the Koryo Dynasty, Kin
Kongni and Saengyu Sirangsok, cane to Tongdo-sa with their soldiers,
Since they were military people, they wanted to verify the legend.
When they opened the lid, there was nothin," in the box, nor any
writing bn the lid. They found, however, that the glas., box inside
the stone container was broken, and blaming themselves for this
damage, they donated a crystal box to the temple.

On the east side of the tower, there is a spotted stone.
Legend has it that in 953, in the 4th year of Koryo* s Knngjong,
when the 9-storied tower of Hwangnyong-sa was burned for the
third time, the spots appeared on the stone.

In addition to the above there are a number of other buildings,
each of which has its own statues and images and other culturally
rich deromt-i onfr^d^rtherrrore there TO herrAtagGa.--^nfi sridn

temples in the surrounding mountainside.
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Seoul,Korea, f^arch 17,1947

*ev#J •L#Hooper,D#T)#,
Law York,N#Y#

Lear Dr*Hooperi

Herewith a copy of a letter to missionaries which I think may be

of interest to them if mimeographed and sent out as you have done before#

If it is not asking too much, I would like copies sent not only to the

present members of the Mission but to the retired and resigned members

as well for which you have addresses,as they are all very much Interested

in Korea and we need their co-operation and their prayers# Also I would

like at lea at ten copies to send to friends particularly interested in

Korea because they are interested in Mrs# l'hodes and myself#

I will be writing you again soon,but will, send this off without

further delay# loping you are keeping well for your multitudinous tasks

and in the pressure of other work,are not forgetting Loreajrf I on

\

Very sincerely,

Harry A#Rhodes



To the I. embers of the Korea Mission*

Pre byterian Churoh#U#S#A#

Seoul *Kore ,i-ar»19,1947

Dear Frlends.^^^^
Mrthday is a good time to write you another let-

ter. The lovely Bpring weather of Korea lias begta. In a month it will be "oher-

ry blossom time". Last week was full of meetings. On Tuesday the 11th all the

missionaries of 1 orea were onlled for a second all-day oonferenoe. That even-

ing there was a union prayer meeting of missionaries in the "Coen Billit on

the Yundong Compound. Jednesday.Thursday and Friday were given to the i arch

meeting of the umergenoy executive Committee. "Time out" was taken M to meet

i'ai Un iiei i oksa,l-odemtor/ of the Koreun General is :embly at ierson emor-

ial Vednesday afternooma conference of Presbyterian missionaries. Jednesday

eveningsand to meet General Lerch, Friday at 10 A.K. He lias set aside this

hour each week to meet the missionaries and this was the second meeting.

;aoh day now we are thinking of thirteen more members of our

mission on "the high seas" journeying toward/ us and. judging by radio reports

the seas are hi^h. Geo.Adams and Dr.Lowe sailed from an Francisco. The report

is that George is bringing a heifer which will be "some baby". The others

sailed from Seattle .Mar.7th, on the S.S.Gen.Collins. They are two couples, the

Campbells and the Gensosjthree wives

i

lie edarnes >ue Adams, Fletoher and Lampej

four single women workersiGerdo Pergnan.Olga Johnson, -dna Lawrenoe.and Lillian

Lean I/iller. We are trying to fugure out where we are going to sleep fifteen

people counting husbands,Led and Henry.while they are all in Seoul. The Pieters

house is being equipped with such beds, cots and fumitufce as we can find. There

is nothing in i* now. Dr.Bigger also may be on the way back as his letter .writ-

ten from 'Mi Havana stated that he expected to l9uve Bradenton, Fla.

on War.4th.I1e will return to government service /#// and transfer to the ission

/

lat6r#
Counting wive s,three of whom are in Korea,twelve members of our

Mission are in government service# T)r.Underwood had fully expected to return

to the Mission next July but at the insistence of General I*roh and upon the
%

advice of friends he lias accepted the post of Advisor in the /
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Department of Education,the Director of which is Hr.Yu Ook Kyum, formerly Vice-Pres-

ident and Dean of the Chosen Christian College (now C.C.U.). Dr*L. George Paik,the

president of the university will go to India on a short trip as a representative

of one of the "sir-all nations",after which he is scheduled to go to America* For this

reason Dr*Underwood was planning to ’take over" in Dj»#Paik , 3 absence*

In the Emergency Executive Committee meeting,we11 attended Bible Institutes

for men were reported from Chungju,Andong and Taiku* There are now 17 tfrosbyterian

churches in the Tailcy city area, ieven evangelists are being employed in that presby-

tery* One elder has given 20,000 yen for books in the Bible Institute there. Five new

congregations have been organized in the Andong field* The General Assembly of G*Korea

meets in Taiku on April 18th. Unexpectedly Dr.Blair lias been given permission to visit

Pyongyang by the Russian commander there* The trip will be made probably in April*

Dr.John i I* Reisner, formerly of hanking University,who has been making a prolonged

tour of mission lands in the Far East //// in the interests of the rural church,will

arrive in Korea on April 8th for a few days* Drs* Fulton and Elliott of the _>outhem

Presbyterian Board have come and gone. Recent arrivals in Fusan among S*Presbyterian

missionaries are the Knoxe s. Talmages. Dr *jl issea Greene,Hopper and Idurphy* There

is a rumor that our own Board* s Deputation may come in May*

Additional news items are as follows: fe received a request from the ’’Three

Million Souls Movement” for a truck,tent and movie camera* !o may be able to secure

a tent for them from Army Surplus Supplies* Incidentally our own Board hay voted

to buy for the iriission four jeep trailers and three tents,the later for out two

Stations in .Korea* The re-organization meeting of the Board of Trustees on the

Christian Literature Society is set for lay 8th. The next meeting of the .mergency

Bxeoutive Committee will be in Seoul on April 10th following the meeting with Dr.

Reisner on the 9th*

Great interest is manifested in the Korean Church over Korean delegates
if

to world conferences as follows: Rev*Kim Kwan 3^k, Chairman/ of the Rational Council

and Rev.Dang Tai Ilui,President of the Methodist Conference to the International Miss-

ionary Council in Toronto! Rev.Hong Kyu (’’Fritz") Pyun to the meeting of the Provisional

Committee of the 'forId Council of Churches in Buck Hill/ Falls,ra.| Rev* Thang Chai

« yung (Andrew) to the Worlds Sunday School Convention in Birmingham,England to be
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followed by several months study in America in Sunday School methods,audio-visual

media,etc. | Rev.Joseph Ohm and Kr.Chai Hi Bom to the You'll Conforenoe in Oslo,^Sd££?

Owing to the difficulties in arranging for passports,travel and exchange not all of

these delegates may be permitted to go. Dr.Fletcher is carrying on the negotiations

with the delegates and with the government in addition to corresponding with the

international organizations.

A very interesting petition was presented to tho Emergency Executive Com-

mittee from the Koreans in the Mukden area, signed by seven pastors and two others

and asking for missionaries and UNRA relief. The first signature was that of Dr,

Park Hyun Kong, formerly of the Pyongyang Seminary,editor of the Korean Commentary

of the General Assembly and now teaching in a Korean Seminary of 20 students. The

petition stated that in the sections of Manchuria occupied by the Chinese nation-

alists,the number of Korean churches had been reduced from 150 to 63,the number of

pastors from 50 to 16,the number of evangelists from 30 to 13 and the number of

Christians from 10,000 to half that number. This decrease was due partly to evac-

uation to Korea and partly to persecution by the Chinese. On Uov.28,1945,86 Koreans

left M,Manchuria for Mukden but after 41 days only 4 arrived. In February, 1946,

200 Koreans left irin for Mukden and all were killed by communists. In June, 1945

there were 2,163,115 Koreans in Manchuria but now there less than half that number.

Much of each three days meeting of the Emergency executive Committee is

taken up with the SURVEY and progress is slow for the reason tliat in a divided Korea

it is almost impos ible to make a survey looking toward the future, so much so that

we feel that the visit of the Board’s Deputation should be postponed, e were int-

erested to hear Drs.Fulton and Elliott state tliat they felt they had come too soon

even though their work is all in S.Korea, On the other hand with more members of

our Mission arriving we feel that the Mission and the work should be organized as

soon as possible and not left entirely to the supervision of the Emergency Executive

Committee,
The exchange rate lias been changed from 15 yen to the dollar to 50 to 1

which is not much help as the market rate is 200 or more to 1, This means that we

are still dependent of the U.S.Arwy for many privileges and not able to buy on the

Korean market nor to use money in our work, IT© live in fear tliat we may be put on

our own but are assured by top U,S, officials that they will not let us down and
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that before any change in that direction is made ,ample notice in advance will be

given U8« 7e still mist press for permission for missionaries with children and

for new missionaries to come. If this is not obtained before summer we will oe

greatly handicapped as the needs of the work demands a considerable number of the /

younger missionaries as well as of the older missionaries. Housing and travel ////

provisions are still inadequate but these can be overcome if financial considerations

do not make it too expensive to live here.

It i a ^//// great encouragement that we have the opportunity of frequent

conference with the officials of the Lilitary Government. They are both cordial
|

and helpful, ‘here is no doubt <bout their sincere desire to do waht is best for

the Korean people. Geh.Lerche »s addres : at the second all-day conference with miss-

ionaries was masterful zt 'vaa arranged under /// four headings: 1) Food . This prob-

lem became more serious because a million moro Koreans were moved in than Japanese

moved out. Also the floods last June destroyed 20^ of the crop. Food riots,particu-

larly the one in Taiku last October when 57 policemen were killed .was stirred up

be the communists, hov.'ever th3 collection of rice lias been Ql% effective and people

have not starved. No food is being shipped out of the country and as result of

i^x-President Hoover^ visit last July 32.000 tons of wheat are being shipped in eaoh

month. This will not be charged to the Korean people as falsely reported.

2) Industry Only 3(f/o of the factories can be worked due to a shortage of

part and of raw materials, iowever, the silk mills are doing fairly well. A fund

is set up in the U.S.on which to draw for imports including fertilizer, seeds, cement,
medicines.

timber, fishing nets. A J25,000,000. loan from Army Surplus/ has been arranged by

, ?

which to get only such things as are urgently needed including 100 locomotives some

of which have already arrived,

3) Politics There are many parties .They range from the extreme right led by

Kim Koo and Khee 3ungraan to the extreme left with such leaders as i"ak Un dyung,.'ll

want land distribution. Two of the less extreme leaders, Klmm Kyu Sik on the right.

President of the Korean Interim Assembly, and Lyuh Oon Hong on the left have formed

a coalition government. In the second election,Kim Sung 3u, rightist, lost to Lee

Kap Sung of the signers of the Independence Kanifesto in 1919.
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4) Government In the Executive branch,Koreans have been appointed as heads

of departments ,the highest ranking being Mm Chai Hong, Civil Administrator, With them

are American Advisors who will advise but not interfere, Vith two or three exceptions

all the offices of Americans have been removed from the Capitol building. The Judicial

branoh is all Korean with Kim Yung Moo,Chief Justice, The Korean Interim Legislative

Assembly which met first on Dec, 12,1943 at 12 M (The"friple Twelfth"-month,day,hour

and as Gen,Lerch said, 12 minutes late), is a mixture of rightists and leftists,To the

Assembly has bee committed the task of drawing up a universal suffrage law.All actions

of the Assembly and all communications to the Assembly are in the Korean language.

During the all-day conference with the missionaries there were eight other

addresses including 2 aj.Clarence Teems on "Korean Problems Coming to the Military

Government and I r.Dexter N.Lufcz on "Aid to Korea through tlie Department of Agriculture",

a most informing address. During and since the r/ar,the number of live stock in Korea

has be^n reduced one-half. The hills and mountains have been partly denuded due to

a shortage of ooal and lack of control. There are 25 Americans in the Department of
|

Agriculture in Korea,all interested in their work and sicerelv desirous of help the

Korean people. The problem of getting fertilizer, seeds, apray,eto,is still serious.

Last year 500 tons of seed potatoes were brought in. It was demonstrated at the Ag-

ricultural experiment Station at Suwon of which Mr•Kim Ho Jik is Director that the

yield in food value from potatoes i3 greatest and tv/ic that flrorn rice on the sojne

acerage of ground. Mr,Lutz often repeats his statement , "Korea need not be poor".

A challenging address was given by Miss Petty Koehler,Director of the Relief

Program for Seoul, Of the 101,000 refugees,43,000 came from north of the 38th parr.lei,

28,000 from Manchuria,10,000 from China 123^ are unemployed. There are from 300 to 1500

refugees in each comp, A school for 200 of the children has been organized. Only two

doctors and one nurse are available, She made an appeal for missionaries to help. Just

at present in >ooul there are unlimited opportunities for missionaries not only in this

work but in hostels for students and in teaching English,

These are momentous days in Korea with the future all uncertain, There does

not 36em to be much cliance of getting Kore*s case before the United Nations in the

near future and meanwhile Russiia is stalling on carrying out the oscow Agreement

which pledges the complete independence of Korea. Sven in S.Korea there is a lack of

Korean oo-operation and the communists are always stirring up trouple
• However, as
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Assistant. Secretary of -itate,John H.Hildring said in his fine address befote the

conoi io Club of Detroit,Lich, on I afr.lOth," e are in Korea to stay until we have

torn down the walls of suspicion and have helped the Koreans to build a new and

unified Korea”, It is a great privilege to be in Korea and have any part in such

a program and whether you are in Korea or not,you can all pray to that end*

v/ith best wishes to you all, I am Very sincerely,

tarry A,Rhodes, (Civ.)
Presb terian Mission*

,
3Idq,Chaplains' Office,
USA MOIK A?0 235-2,

o/o Postmaster,
San i'rancisoo #Calif*
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Gen.Lerch told us that that the rice collecting program last fall was 81 ef-

fective and that the visit to Forea ir July,1.46 jtflfli/Xjtfa '/ of ~x-± resident Hoover has

resulted in shipments of wheat to supplement jtjfaf native food supplies, ith the help

of e 25*000,OOO.to Korea officers were sent to supply depots to select the materials

most vitally needed to help lorean in ustry. Cf the 100 locomotives purchased, some have

alre <dy been received. Three br richer of a democratic govern ent have been established.
Korean

In the Executive Branch, 22 directors of Departments liave been selected over which . r.

hn Cliai long has been&poointed as Civil dininistrator# Jnder the Justice Department,

courts wer set up,unci now no meric .n goe:- near the courts. On ec.12,1946,the Interim

Lc islative Assembly held its first so s -ion.

uring each all-day conference with the missionaries, ;ome eight to ton speakers

presented different parts of the ' ilit&ry Governments program and accompli shxnents.

One of the e was ev.H. .Underwood, h. .,a member of the Korea Fission,Pre byterian

Church U. . .and former J?ns ident of the Chosen Christian College of Seoul but who now

is temporarily in government service.
*

!e had made two trips through the provinces of

houth Korea. lie told us that we c u assure the Koreans tluit most of the officers in

the Military Govern: ent are sincerely trying to what is beat for the Korean people.

The mis ionaries c n guide the Koreans to the proper of ficials to get information, e

said that few realised the raj or operation that was performed when 1 million Japanese

were moved out of the country and 2 million Koreans moved in# t the time he addressed

the 8onference,D .Underwood was Advisor to the ilitary Goveruient. ^inee then when

he -rfas on the point of transferring back to work in the I ission and College,he was

drafted by Gen.Kerch to be dvisor to the kkie&tloml Department of the Couth Korean

Government .

Another of our Presbyterian missionaries,now in government service who addressed

us was I r, exter K.Lubs,i< .So. of the e parti ent of grieulture. [e lias been an agri-

culturist in missionary work In Korean since 1921. ie told us tliat due to a shortage

of feed for stock tiiat during and since the war the number of live :;tock in Korea

iias been reduced by one-half. Hie hills and mountains h ve been partly denuded due to

a shortage of coal and lack of control. There are 25 Americans in the Department of

Agriculture,*11 interested in their work and sincerely desirous of helping the Korean

people. The problem of getting fertilisers, seeds, spray,etc.is still serious. Last year

500 tons of seed potatoes were brought in. The food value of potatoes on the same amount
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- IOM the U. ^GOTURUTtlWT IB SOUTH KORSA //by ev.’.iarry A.Rhodes,D.D.

This article begins with the statement that the United States Government officials

called two all-day conferences on Dec.3,1940 and Mar.11,1947.with all missionaries both

Protestant and Catholic who could attend » and tiiat 'Gen.Lurch, the Military Govern//// or

has arranged to nect all mis ionaries who can come at 10 A, .each Friday morning.

The conferences met in the Throne Room of the rational Capitol. Dr.Gail .Island of

the Bureau of ublio Information presided. iC emphasised the desirability of mutual

good understanding between the Military Government and the missionaries because the miss-

ionaries have a contact with the Korean people which the MG officers do not have; they

are the permanent reprose. ntatives of other nations in Korea; if they are familiar with

the policies and program of the Military Government.they oun be most helpful in clearing

up misunderstandings among the I'oreansjand the advice ////// and counsel of the mission-

aries can be most helpful to the !;G#

Gen.O.G.ilelmick, cting Military Governor at the time the first conference was called

in his welcoming address said* "As a newcomer in Korea I have noted the difficulty of com-

munication between Americans and Koreans. In meeting this difficulty,you can be of val-

uable assistance to us for there is no group in Korea which has the knowledge of 1 orean

psycology afad customs equal to the knowledge of this group. I have asked you to cone here

so that we can put before you just wluit we are trying to do in the Military Government.

I also hope that you will give us your comments and suggestions. I assure you that wo are

doing what we think is /// for the good of Korea. If.for lack of knowledge,we fail to do

the best things.we hope that you will help us to gain the essential knowledge, e have

asked some of our key leaders to tell of their plans and actions, e hope you will be a

contact between us and the people, e want the Korean people to get the truth. Therefere

we shall speak with complete frankness, fe ask you to help Korea by helping us to do the

best possible service".

In the second conference //// Gen • A.L,Larch,Military Governor of Korea, stated

that he was giving a presentation of what the United States is trying to do in Korea.

e mentioned the directive under which the Military Government had opera ced, viz., xo

develop a free , independent and united Korea’. He named the primary and secondary ob-

jectives* first, to put government into the hands of Koreans,and second,to rehabilitate

Korea, his masterly address was organized under four headings* food supply, industry,

politics,a d government.
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of ground the yield in food value from potatoes is greatest and twice that from

rice. : r.Lutz closed with his oft repeated statement, Korea need not be poor."

At present ten other missionaries are in government service,temporarily, including

three physicians,three nurse 8,two educationalists, one agriculturist. Also there are

six children of Korea missionaries in government service as civilians. All these are

agents for a better understand in r between Koreans and the American occupation forces.

There is too much of a tendency among the Americans to live to themselves depreciate

Korea and the Koreans. Americans for the most part when they return to the States do

not give an encouraging report. The Koreans on the other hand see too much of what

Americans do not do and ji have too little contact with the “higher ups" among Ameri-

can officials who are sincerely trying to help Korea that there is need for the mis ion-

ary group to bring the better clashes of Americans and Koreans together in j./ social

contacts and interpret e eh to the other for a better mutual understanding, sometimes

Gen^.Lerch in his ten o'clock hour each Friday asks us vriiat the Koreans are saying

and what they want. He also asks the missionaries present to state frankly our need.;

and desire 8,and often directs same of his assistants present to investigate.

lie to the exchange problem still unsolved,the missionaries are dependent

on the I'ilitary Government for help in housing,transportation,transfer of freight,

bagga e,etc. The reason for this is that while the official rate of exchange is 50 won

(or yen) to the U. 3. dollar the market rte on the streets is more tlian 200 to 1 which

is called the f,black-market rate” and unlawful for mericans. This makes it too expensive

for missionaries to use much Korean money either for personal needs or in carrying on

missionary work. The I'ilitary Government, realizing this,asaists the missionaries in

many ways, e are allowed the privileges of the A P 0 post offices which makes it pos-

sible to get air-mail letters to merica in twelve days and radiograms in twenty-four hours.

• ith military currency we can purchase -American goods at the PX (^ost exchange) stores

at prices even less than if we were in America. *e are permitted to eat at the my i ess

at a very reasonable rate for beard or if eating in groups at home,have the privileges

of the dommissary. )>uring the wnr our mis ion houses were looted and occupied by refugees.

The I'ilitary Government took over, put the houses in livable condition am divided them

between the irmy personnel and missionaries for occupancy. ihus,even though our activities
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are still curtailed because of the exchange problem, we are able to be her-e and work

at not too great a cost to the Boards of Foreign l-issions. There is always the fear that

some of these privileges may be withdrawn but the L'G officials assure us that ample ]£/

notice v/ill be given of any change and so we go on in faith and in hope that as many

missionarie as possible wil\ return.

.Another phase of our work as missionaries just now is to assist in getting Koreans

to America for study;and delegates of the Korean Church to the International I'is:ionary

Coun^oil in Toronto,to the orld’s ounday chool Convention in Birminglvim, -ng.,«:o the

Youth Conference in Oslo,I!orway and to oter international gatherings from which the Koreans

have been excluded as Koreans for many years because of the annexation of Korea

to Japan in 1910. The mis ionaries can assist the Koreans in correspondence, in introducing

them to officials in the Mlitary Government and in some oases secure for Korean students

scholarships and entrance to colleges and universities in America. There is a great need

for many Koreans to be especially trained abroad for this new day in the Korean government

and the Korean church,but the difficulties are almost insurmountable. All colleges and

universities in ’imerica are crowded ja guarantee for all expenses is required from the time

the student leaves Korea until he returns ;a rigid examination in English is given before

leaving Korea jail this in addition to securing passports,visas, transportation and as yet

with no way to exchange Korean money into American dollars. I uch of the help needed can

be given by friends of Korea in meric •

Frobably the largest attended meeting of both .American and Korean Christians

was an master sunrise service on Couth 1 1*

,

Seoul,inside the city wu 11 before the former

reat 1 eiji Shinto Shrine which the Koreans removed at the close of the war.This joint

sunrise service was held at the sugj estion of Gen.Leroh# The attendance was estimated

at 12,000. The service was conducted in two languages. Instead of people bowing to the

oun Goddess and the spirit of the Emperor heiji as in former yeara, the great crowd this

year was worshipping the risen living Christ* The Caster message was brought by Rev.

1 .C.Iiahn,xjrinceton Seminary graduate ana now pastor of the largest congregation in Seoul

meeting in a former Shinto building, hen the attendance reached 1700, it became necessary
morning

from Easter ounday on,to hold two services at 10:40 and 12:00. ost of the congregation

are people from the north to get away from the Russians. Rev.I >«llahn himself was pastor

of the oecond Area yterian Church of Sin Eui Ju on the I’anehurian border,with an adherentevg©
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of 2200. His present congregation in Seoul vmnts to purohase a Hammond organ and are

able to pay for it which they may not he able to do on account of the exoliange problem.

The HG officials at present tell us that the only v.ny it oun be done at present ff is

for friends in America to purc’nase the organ as a gift, or as a loan/ until an exoliange

rate of Korean money into U. ".dollars is e tablished.

The political situation in Korea is still critical. The menace of oomr.uniem

is nor greater in any other part of the world. The strongest bulwark against communism

is the Christian Church which in Korea is strong and influential. Many of the American

I

Cooupation Foroes in Korea openly praise what missions has accomplished among this people,

./hen the All-Asia Qonference was called to meet in elhi, India,the three Korean repre-

sentatives who were sent are all promiment Christians j r. *.C. r,fonerly profes or

in the Chosen Christian College and n w editor of the leading daily newspaper of horeaj

Rev.L.George ?aik,Ph.D.(Yale),now President of the Chosen Christian Universityland ’ iss

Evelyn Koh,Ph.D.(tfichigan) ,now Dead of the 'Yemen’s Department of the Korean Government.

It is not difficult to visualize the opportunity that missions and missionaries

have in Korea today. On the one side are the Korean church©s,crcrweded mostly with young

people,and Korean church leaders both in the ohuroh and in goverunent service son the

otherside are the American Occupation Forces whose offioi Is vrelcone the missionaries

and are glad to consult with them. An Assistant Secretary of State,John U ildring,

in hi 8 very good add re 8* before the Economic Club of Detroit, ich., v.r# 10th, said*

"We ure in Korea to stay until we have tom down the walls of suspicion and have helped

the Koreans to build a new and \mified Korea". Lieutenant General John . :odge. Commander

of the XXIV Corps in Korea ,ulways speaks favorably of the mis ionaries and says he wants

mor of them to c< . e as soon as pos ible. The missionaries are greatly encouraged by

the response of the churches in America in sending relief paenrages and in giving liberally

the the Restoration and other funds the resumption of missionary work and the rehabili-

tation of national ohurohe

s

.ii/iUftW The cordial welcome the missionaries are re-

ceiving on their return is evidence that their work has not been in vain and gives

assurance that no group of workers is more important to world reconstruction ,world

peace and democracy in addit5on to their primary objective of proclaiming Christ as

as the world’s Saviour. Seoul,Korea, April 16,1947



My
Deputation of Foreign Mi ssion Board ! s to Visit Korea

~ by Harry A. Rhodes ( J

On June 21st a Deputation of five members to represent the Foreign Mission 1 s Board

of the Presbyterian Church,U.S.A. (Northern Presbyterian ChurchO and four members to

represent the Board of Foreign Missions of the Methodist Church,were scheduled to leave

Hew York by air-plane with the hope of arriving in Korea by July 1st.

The names of the Presbyterian delegation are as follows: Rev. Peter K. Emmons, D. D.

,

pastor of the 'Westminster Presbyterian Church of Scranton, Pennsylvania and Vice-President

of the Board of Foreign Missions. He is president of the Deputation. The secretary is

Rev. Henry G. BoVenicerk,^// a Presbyterian missionary in Japan since 1930. He has been

in Japan for some months but will soon become the Secretary for Japan and Korea under

the Board of Foreign Missions with his office in New York. Other members of the Presbyterian

delegation are Dr.Herrick B.Young, Personnel Secretary of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign

Missions in New York; '.William P.Fenn,Ph.D. ,a "second generation missionary" of China, formerly

of the University of Nanking but soon to become President of the College of Chinese Studies

(Language School) in Pekingsand Miss Ruth Williams ,R.N. ,a former missionary in China*

The Methodist and Presbyterian Deputations together with representatives of the

liethodist and Korean Churchs and Methodist and Presbyterian missionaries are to hold

a joint conference in Seoul, July 15-19, particularly to discuss policies in regard /to

union church and mission institutions and work* During the month of July the two Depu-

representatives of

tations will meet separately with their respective missions and churches. As a result of

these conferences it is //////// the hope that plans and policies // for future .missionary

work in Korea will be agreed upon and recommended to their respective Boards of Foreign

Missions in New York for final decision. The Presbyterian Depui&tion will expect to

visit Chungju,Anc\ong and Taiku and confer with missionaries and Korean church leaders

in these centres. In Seoul also there will be one or two conferences with x'resbyterian

missionaries and church leaders.

Additional Northern Presbyterian missionaries to arrive within a few days are

Rev.and Mrs.Harry J.Hill ( ) who will reside in Andong and Miss Jean Delmar-

ter ( ) who will reside as formerly in Yundong. Seoul.

Seoul,Jyme 21,1947



AS A LITTLE AMERICAN GIRL SAW KOREA by Annie Heron Gale

/

Annie Heron Gale is the wife of Esson M.Gale.professor in Miohigan University

in America. She was born in Korea. Her early years were spent in oeoul but iater her

family removed to ,/ondan while she was a little girl. After six years

J

later^
she returned to Korea as a missionary, taught in the Chungsin

married Mr Gale the nephew of Dr* James 3*Gale,D.D. ( (, ) her p

artiole was printed in the Quarterly Review Magazine. The excerpts here given were

selected by llev.Harry A, Rhode s* ( ) ~ .

2.Her First with the King and Queen of Korea_*_

I remember my first audience at court when I was harly four years old. My

father had become physician to their Majesties. Often when he was called to the palace

to see some member of the royal family, he would be asked to bring his little girl along.

There came a day when the hour was especially arranged, and I was dressed with

much care and drilled in court manners. With my most beautiful French doll in my arms,

we set out for the palace. I sat in my mother’s lap in a gorgeous red palanquin carried by

eight bearers.who were dressed in loos green ////// dark-green 'coats with red sashes and

who had red cow-tails hanging from their black felt hats. My father rode m / a bright-green

palanquin,and beside/ us trotted tow soldiers in theit colorful uniforms. These escorts

were sent to my father from the palace as guards*

On our arrival at the palace, the great wooden gates were slowly swung open.

The palanquins continued through many courts and smaller gateways until we finally arrived

outside the royal apartments. Here we were slow’y set down and were helped out and escorted

by palace officials un innumerable stairs and through many galleries until we finally ar-

rived in front of the great audience hall.

On a raised dias sat the King of Korea and his consort, Queen Min. They were

dressed in rich brocades and were very impressive in their dignity and pomp. We all bowed

•very low three times. The King in a pleasant voice welcomed us. I glanced at their Majesties

without raising my head and caught the eyes of the King on me. I saw a twinkle of amusement

in his handsome face and from that time on I had no fear or awe of him.

The King pointed to me and asked, "What have you in your arms little girl?”

I told His Majesty in ordinary words, "Ouri agiyo". This so amused the King that he laughed

out loud and glanced at the Queen. He then rose from his throne and came down the steps

toward me .and taking my hand he led me to his private apartments, There he showed me beau-

tiful embroidered ///// screens. We sat together on red silk cushions embroidered in all

the colors of the rainbow and chatted away as if we were old friends* He found it quite

amusing to hear this little American child talking his language*



AS A LITTLE AMERICAN GIRL SAW KOREA by Annie Heron Gale

Annie Heron Gale is the wife of Esson M. Gale ,
professor in Michigan University in

America. She was born in Korea. Her early years were spent in Seoul but removed to .onsan

while still a little girl. After six years study in Europe she returned to Korea as

a missionary and later married Mr.Gale,the nephew of Rev. James S, Gale, D. 1). , her step-

fater. Her article was printed in the Quarterly Review Magazine. The excerpts here given

were selected by Rev. liarry A. Rhodes ( )

l*Her Birth and Home in Seoul

Korea my childhood home, is a beautiful land of peaks and valleys and, on three

sides the sea. My father was John Heron,M.D.,a young man who had come from England with

his parents and after winning medals in the medical school of the University of Tennessee

in America, felt the urge to use his knowledge on the mission field. He worked under a

Tehnesee doctor in Tennesee and became engaged to the doctor’s oily daughter. In 1884

they were appointed by the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions to the faraway and

almost unknown Kingdom of Korea and arrived in Inchun in June, 1885.

An old "haunted" official residence near the American Consulate

in Seoul was bought and my parents remodelled it and made it a comfortable and an attract-

ive home. It was here that I was born. I was not the first white child bora in Korea but

the seoond one. (Miss Alice Appenzeller was the first). My baby days were spent in sitting

or crawling on the heated k’ang floors.

From the very first I loved the Koreans from the highest to the lowest. I

always had a smile for them. I admired the Koreans * smooths olive skin, their almond-shaped

eyes, their black satiny hair and wished with all my heart that I could be like them. My

appearance from the Koreans ’point of view was not attractive. My chestnut hair looked faded.

My skin seemed to them a sickish white. As I grew older I often stood in front of the

mirror , pulling the corners of my eyes up, and smoothing down my hair with water,after my

mother had taken great care to curl it. But, in spite of my looks, I was spoiled and

pampered by the servants,who thought nothing too hard or troublesome to do, if it pleased

or made the "kun-saksi n happy*

(Note: A second article will tell about her first audience with the King

and queen of Korea.



w-r:.-mM?TTOK OF 1 I33I0NARY JLHS-FAR SAST
-

As soon as the WaTended Mission Boards and Churches in Great Britain, the

United .States of Series, Canada and Australia made an effort to resume their work

in China,Korea, Japan, Thailand,
the Philippines and the islands of the Pacific octan..

Gradually missionaries have Been returning to their fields in all these areas, ost

of the denominations in America have been raising post-war iundo an

continuing to o so,with which to resume their missionary work. the I'ethodist

church in America raised in one year a fund of jM.OOO.OftO.-, *• ^eshytenan

^ a neriod of three years ,27,000,000. for

U. S. A. Church expects to pnvide ovSi a period oi . .

their missionary work at home and abroad.

Young men and women in all denominations are volunteering for missionary

service. Peoples of the world are realizing more than ever beioie tn&t t

tor World r.oce 1. t. <* «““ “ “*

.r. .»!». to r.tur„ to th.lr tl.ld.. « ».t th. ..n f.r.

, dot during thU ,«r »», «o..n ul.o ... r.turning .«d to oountrl.o families

with children are permitted to go.

In September of this year over 400 missionaries sailed from San Francisco

on one steamer for China and the countries of the south Pacific. It was said to be

the largest number of missionaries that ever left for the mission fiel - • ! one

Before sailing a FAREWELL for them was held, for them by the churches of

the San Francisco Bay area in the Civic Opera House of San Francisco where the

United Nations Council was born.Over 7000 people were in attendance. The principal

speakers were Henry Luce, editor-in-chief of Times Magazine whose parents were

missionaries in China and Professor of the Yenching University in Peking. The

400 missionaries marched up on the platform to the missionary processional,

sfflWi "Lead 0n,0/King Eternal" sung by the audience and at the conclusion

of the meeting,marchedm singing "The Son of God Goes Forth to War. During

the meeting a great choir of 150 voices sang two anthems, "Send Out the Light"

and
1 the Hallelujah' Chorus".

Already some 25 missionaries have returned to Korea for missionary service

During the next year more than twice that number are expected to come. All who come

are cheered by the cordial welcome ^ t
>

ne j(orean Church and the Lore, n p

Harry A.Rhodes

tfov .16, 1946 , Seoul , Korea

.



A HISSIOKAKY MARTYR (wrltteii bjf Harry A.Rhodes)

Rev.Herbert B.Blair ( ) oar1® to Korea in 1904 and was appointed

to reside in Syenchun with a view to opening a new Station in Kangkei.Lach year he

made long journeys to Kangkei,Chosan, Jewon,Chasung and Huohang until 190^9 when the

houses for missionaries were built in Kangkei.In the following year the hospital and

the present large church building were erected#

After furlough in 1912 Ur.Blair was transferred to the south of Korea and

resided in Taiku until 1941#Ue was a hard worker ,was always blessed with good health,

itinerated widely,had charge of large districts of country churches,was evangelistic

in his work,taught in many Bible classes and Bible institutes,was wise in counsel

and was greatly beloved by both the Korean people and his fellow missionaries.

In /^/#, 1941 .while Chairman of the xecutive Committee of the Northern Presby-

terian I/ission he was taken off the train at Taiden and was detained in jail for a

number of days, after his release he wrote the following/under date of April 1,1941

i

fter 12 days of rather teriifying and detention in city jaols,I was released yes-

terday at 10 A. I'. Ky personal experiences were difficult but endurable. . .The so were days

when I could thank God for a clear faith,a consi tent Christian program,and a clear

conscience,days when it wao^ a joy to realize that the words of JesuSj’Lo I am with you*,

can fortify the soul. Grief and joy, fears and a new faith,opposition without and new

love and peace within,all are mixed in one flood of Divine proviaenoe which carries us

forward from day to day". orne of his fellow missionaries testified that he never

fully recovered from his terrible experiences in jail.

hen the Japanese Gov’t.in Korea required tliat he leave the country,he and

, r ...Blair went to the Philippines when the war with Japan came on and they were in-

terned there for three year8 .Gradually they were near starvation.Finally //////// on

Feb •20 , 1946 , 1 r .Blair died. Two days afterwards the others in the internment oomp were

liberated. Ills funeral service was conducted by Pev.J.Y.Crothers ( ) of /'ndong

x/ho also was interned. Thus the only Korea missionary who died in internment went to

his reward,although others 'were imprisoned in Korea and tortured.

Three of I r.Blair’s daughters are foreign missionaries;two married

ministers and one a physician,the son of lY.and Irs.Fletoher of Taiku.One daughter

went to Portuguese blast Africa,another to China and the third to Costa Rica in Central

r erica,Their mother in frail health,resides in Denver, Colorado,U.S.A.

For 36 yrs.; r.BAair and I v/orked torether in Korea as the best of friends.He was
a noble soul and gave his life and strength unreservedly in his service
to Christ and for the Korean people. Like the apostle Paul,he had ’’fellowship with

Christ’s sufferings and was made conformable to Christ’s death" .Phil .3 ill.



)THE NORTHERN PRESBYTERIAN MISSION by Harry A.Rhodes (

This year (1946) only seven membors of the Mission have returned for missionary

work#They are iev#Il#ff#L&]npe ) kl Chungju#Rev#iIarold Voelkel ( )

in Andong# Rev#Edward ‘dams ( ) and Rev«V/*N#Blair ( ) in TaikujRev#U#C#

Coen (
)*A,G # Fletcher#M#D#( ) and Rev«H#A•Rhodes ( ) in Seoul#

I 'ore members of the Mission are expected to arrive within a few months including

Lir#J«F#Genso ( ) of Seoul* PeV/itt Lowe#M#D# ( ) #Rev«A.Campbell ( )

Miss Edna I,awrence#R.lT* ( ) Mrs#F#S#Killer ( )

I.iss Olga Johnson ( ) and the wives of several of missionaries now in Korea#

Other members of the Mission are in Korea in government services Dr #H.H•Underwood

and his son#Mr#H#G.Underwood ( ), Mr#D#N#Luts ( ) in the Agricultural

Depar’t.jJ.F .Bigger#K.D# ) who lias just returned to America on leave ;

Miss Ella Sharrocks#R«N# ( ) in KwangjusKis8 Edith Hyers#R*N#( ) in

Taiku;R#K.Smith*!"I#D. ( ) in Mfesan#

As yet all the worl: of the Mission cannot be resumed#Missionaries who were

formerly located in Kangkei#Syenchun#Pyongyang and Cliairyung will bo located in Stations

in south Korea until such a time as they can return to the north# All assignments of

missionaries for the present are temporary# A Survey is being made of the Korean Church#

hospitals, schools and other institutions# In this Korean church leader3#educators and

physicians will be consulted# This Survey is preparatory to a Deputation from the

Board of Foreign Fissions in America that is expected to visit Korea sometime next year#

at which time the policies and future work of the Mission will be decided#

One difficulty that confronts the missionaries in Korea is thfc Military Government’s

official exohange rate of only 16 yen for one American dollar whereas the markejt rate

is 160 or more yen to the dollar#This makes it impossible for the missionaries to buy

goods on the Korean market nor can we use Korean money in missionary v/ork except at

too great expense* The cost of 150 yen to the missionary is vl0#in American money

whereas its value in Korea is a day laborer’s pay#This exohange rate will be better in

the near future but at present,not muoh money can be used in missionary work# '7e believe
»

our Korean friends understand this#///jp^
/
The missionaries ar6 glad to be back in Korea

and help in every way posslbly#They greatly appreciate the warm welcome of the Korean
people#



DEATHS OF MISSIONARIES
written by Harry A .Rhodes

turing two months four former Presbyterian missionaries in Pyongyang died

r-”’
13

)!-e. « 1» it.Peter«burg,Floridatow'e t. K«~

in 1907; retired in ISSGjin September,1945,married Kiss Velma Snook ( )

who for many years was principal of the Presbyterian «rls School in Pyongyang

whioh was closed beouuse of refusal to bow at the Shinto shrine. Mr. oMurtrie

was superintendent of the Anna Pavis Shops in Pyongyang which gave work to many

students, sold bells to many churches and erected many Mission and church buildings.

'Bv- Stacv L.Roberts, P.D.

o

n Oct.2,1940, in Princeton.NTW Jersey at the age

of 06. of a sudden heart attack;CHme to Korea in 1907. For some years he resided

in Syenohun but later moved to Pyongyang to become President of the Presbyterian

Theologioal Seminary in whioh position he came to know more Presbyterian Korean

pastors than any other missionary to Korea, lie ms a good teacher and preacher and

was greatly beloved by all who knew him. At the time of his death he -ms engaged

in the preparation of New Testament books for the Korean Church commentary. His

three daughters are married to Presbyterian ministers, one being the iev.A.D.Clark

C ) of Chungju t one son is a minister .another is studying in Princeton

Theologioal Seminary and a third son is in college.

Krs.William Baird, Sr. /A ) on Nov.13,1948 in Wheaton, Illinois

'

(near Chicago),at the age of 65, of a heart attack. She ms the widow of Key.

Baird, D.P.who died in Pyongyang in 19 >1. She came to Korea in 1918 and ms for many

years the principal of the Yemen's Biblical Seminary in Pyongyang, he ms a graduate

of the Foody Bible Institute of Chicago and ms a very good Bible student and teaoher.

Krs.Charles Allen Clark .wife of 1 ev.C.a.Clark.Ph.D. ( ) on I ov.18,

1946 in I cAlester, Oklahoma,at the age of 70. She lias been in frail health for many

years but died suddenly at the dinner table. For many years she and Dr. Clark resided

in Seoul where their children were born.until they moved to Pyongyang where Dr. Clark

ms professor in the Presbyterian Theilogioal Seminary. She came to Korea in 1902.

Her son,Kev.A.D.Clark, ( ) oame to Korea as a missionary in 1933 to Chungju

and her daughter,Katherine, is appointed to come to Korea as a missionary in ly-W.

These all"kept the faith” (2 Timothy 4;7) and"rest from their labors ;and their

works do follow "thorn” (Uev.l4ilo)



Korea Fission,Presbyterian Church,U.3 #A.
(Northern Presbyterian Mission)

DE TH^ OF VIS'- IC'
T ^IK3 ,1541-1946

by Harry A.Rhodes

( )

I*IdSoionaries in active service—
"It

t

5 l,irs,^»dith bleir ( ) on ^pril 9,1942 at hew PiTyrna,Florida,a^e,d5

;

arrived in Korea, 1901 freside in Pyongyang.

2.16.88 Catherine oCune ( ) on April 18,1942 at Clifton Springs ,N.w York,
aKe jC2 jarrived in Korea,1908

,years of service in Chairyung and Pyongyang

.

S.Mrs.iidna Henderson ( ) on larch 29,1944 in Ber!celey,CaUfornia,age,52,
arrived in Kore>i, 1918,resided in Taiku.

4. .ev.Herbert “.Blair ( ) on Feb.20,1945 in Manila,Philippine Islands,
age,66jerrived in Korea, 1904,years of service in Kangkei and T&iku.
•

5 #ftev. St.;cy L«Roberts,D.P.(
) on 0ct»2,1946 in Princeton,Uew Jersey,

age,65 jarrived in • orea,1907#years of* service in Syenchun and Pyongyang*

3*j rs # . abel Clark ( ) on T7ov«18,1946 in NcAlester,Oklahoma,age 70;
arrived in Korea,1902#resided in Seoul and Pyongyang.
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II •Pi s s i ona rie s etired

~T(L*yUf
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1. -iss -sther Shields, • • ( ) on Hov # 8,1941 in Lev/tsburg,Pennsylvania.

,

age,7?jarrived in Koreo ,1897;retired,1938j a nurse in Severance Hospital,

2

.

He /.George S.lfcCune,D.D.,LL.P.
) on rteo.5,1941 in Chicago, Illinois,

age o9,arrived in Korea ,190Ssretired, 1938, ,ye?.ra of service in Syenchun and Pyongyang.

S.Miss 1 argaret Hest.LL.D.
( ) 0n April 19.1942 in Orlando,Florida,

age 75 ;arrived in Korea, 1897:retired, 1937,years of service in *yengyang.

4.i rs.Sallie Swallen ( ) on bee.31, 1945 in 3t.Petersburg ,Florida,uge 82,
arrived in i-.orea ,1892, retired,1932,resided in Pyen-yang.

(W

8*1 rRobert HoKurtrie ( ) on September 30,1946 in Ct.Petersburg.Florida,
aga,82;arrived in Kor3a,lS07 S retired,lS32,years of service in ryengyang. ,

6.Irs.Kose Baird ( ) on Mo^ber 13.1946 in Kheaton, Illinois,age,65;ari ived in Korea,1918;retired,1945, 'ears of service in Pyongyang.

/tit
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HISoionuriss Resigned

6

f

l.lrs.ilffie Sldebothaa ( ) on Dec.19,1942 in Cauaalito,Califomiarage 66,
arrived in Korea,1899 resigned, 1909, resided in Fudan.

2.,-alph G. Pills, j . . ( °n
.

Cot.17,1944 in Peoatur, Illinois,age 60,
ar- ived in Korea,1908;)/^/^///^^^/ resigned, 1919 jv.

rorked in Kangkei and
beverance Hospital, Seoul.

3,? rs.Fartnie Hrown,i .1 . ( ) on Jan,24.1S45 in East Stroudsburg,Penrsylvania;
age, 78: arrived in Korea,l891 ; re signed in 1095 ; resided in Fusan.

I> 4 * {ev.Harrv ?hiting,l.!.D. on Aug.1,1945 in airfield , Ioym ;age , 80 ; arrived in K
\ ) 1903; resigned,1921 jyears of service in Chuiryung,

^ 5.1'rs.Graod Cnith ( ) on Hov.12,1945 in Baltimore,; hryl:aid;ag
/ arrived ^ Korea, 1902, resigned,1919 sresided in Fusan and iyen-yang.

Korea

,



Deaths of ICissionaries 2

B.kiss Luclie Campbell,R.N. ( ) on Aug.19,1945 in 3an///Pranoosco,
California $ age, 75 jarrived in Korea, 1909 iresigned , itfjtt 191S;years of service
in Pyongyang*

5*1 rs. r-race Smith ( ) on Nov* 12, 1945 in Baltimore,I/aryland jage,76;
arrived in Korea, 1902; resigned, 1919; re sided in Fusan and Pyongyang#

7# Lrs .Planch Lee
( ) on Dec *5,1946 in Can Jose, Californiajuge, 78

j

arrived in Korea,1894jresigned,l9l2jresided in Pyongyang*

Of the six who died in active service ,the total number of years from

the time they first arrived in Korea until the time of their death,was

225 years or an average of 37^ yrs.each.

Of the six v/ho died after retirement,the total number of years from the

time they arrived in Korea until the date of retirement was 206 yrs.or on

average of 34 yrs*each.

Of the seven who died after they had resigned from the Lission,the total

number of years from the time they arrive in Korea until the date of resignation

was 82 yrs.or an average of 12 years each*

This makes a total of 513 years of service to Korea for these 19 missionaries

or an average of 27 years each* Th©ir years on furlough are not subtracted

as even while on furlough they were thinking,praying, spe«iking and working

for Korea.

And I heard a voice frocn heaven saying unto me, ’'Trite,Blessed are the
dead which die in the Lord from henceforth saith the "pirit,Yea,that they my
rest from their laboure sand their works do folia/ them* Rev. 14:13.



A S? ALU3R 1TU13KK OF MISSIOHAKIljS Til KORA by Sarry A.Khode s ( )

All the missionaries were required to leave Korea in 1940 to 1942 of wham about

one-third will niV
fc be returning!the return of another third is delayed

while not more tlian a third oan return as missionaries by the end of 1947* This is il-

lustrated by a survey of the northern Presbyterian I ission (Presbyterian Church, U. .. . ),

the largest Fission in Korea, In the summer 1 of 1940 the number of members in this Fission
/

was 115, of whom G are deceased,9 liave resigned and i7 liave re .ohed the age of retirement#

leaving 33 who are still on the roll of the I ission, Of the 03,the return of 15 is delayed

because of sickness,the oare of a ;ed parents or for other reasons. The return of

15 others (mostly mothers) is prevented because as yet the U, 8,military Government will
and the return of 10 others is doubtful for various reasons,

not allow missionary families vriLth olilldren to return to Korea, This leaves 43 members

of the Fission who either are already in Korea or may be able to return by the end of
i

this year. Of this number 0 are already in Korea in U, •Government service and who may-

soon return to work in the Fission, Of the remaining 35, five are already in Korea in

missionary service (plus two of the retired members of the : ission), Eleven others will

come at once if they oan steamer reservations .Ten others are ready to come as soon

as the Board of Foreign Fissions gives permission and they can get pas sports,and nine

others will be ready to come by the end of the summer,

^»ix new missionaries have been appointed to the Northern . resbyterian Fission

of wham two are already in Korea in government service. All six will be in Korea by

the end of the summer in missionary v/ork if the 0,3,IZIlitary rovemm.ent gives perraission

for new missionaries to came to Korea which to date it lias not done. Tills will add up

to a total of 09 members of this l ission within two or three years,but in the meantime

that number will be reduced by deaths,retirements and for other reasons,

^ven with the appointment of more new missionaries to Korea,the total number

will probably be less than it was in T.940,namely,115, (in 1921 the membership cm this

I ission numbered 162,) ission Boards will probably decide that campared to the need

of more missionaries in China and other countries,a less number // in Korea tlian former-

ly will be sufficient for the reason that the Korean Church is strong and large in num-

ber of believers. If so,the Korean Church will be thankful for the out-pouring of God's
spirit during the last sixty years and relying on .

:od's help will press on to^the
evangelization of the 1 orean people and ende /or to make Korea a Christian nation, ,



"TjIEY HAD ALL THINGS cor ON" BY Harry A.Rhodes
( ) ( )

Christians
The /////h' in Jerusalem for a time "sold their possessions and goods and pafrfced

them to all men as every man had need" (
' ots 2 >45)* It was / voluntary sno lav/ of the ohuroh

required them to do so. For a time the plan was successful,but Inter // difficulties arose,

Barnabas of Cyprus sold land and brought all the price reoeived to the apostles ( ots 6*37)

Ananias and his wife -apphira sold a possesion and brought only a part of the price ///

which they had the right to do as Peter said ( ct3 6i4), However they said that they had

brought all the price and were put to death bee - use they lied unto God, There was a com-

plaint on the part of the Grecian Jewish Christians against the Hebrew Christians because

the widows of the Grecian Christians were neglected in the daily ministration, fytfi/jijifyL

( cts 6*1), The work of distribution was too muoh for the apostles to attend to and edxen

new officers called deacons were appointed to do this work, ( ct3 Gj 2-3). e do not know

how long this plan was followed in the Church in Jerusalem but eventually it was probably

discontinued, o far a* vjp know the same plan was not adopted by the church in ntioch or

in the churches whifth aul founded, rerhaps one reason why the other/ churches had to send

alms so often to the poor saints in Jerusalem was because the Christians in Jerusalem

depended too much on the daily ministration, (ots 11 :29 jKom,15i26jl Cor.l6*lj2 Cor.9il)

Thi3 plan of having all things common lias often been tried in the history of the

church.lt works well as long as the group of Christians trying it liave one heart and one

mind,but each time it has be n tried, selfishness and disagreements have arisen and in time

the plan was discontinued. Its purpose is good. 'Hie same object is attained by establishing

orphanages,hospitals,homes for the aged,asylums,gifts for charity,community chests,////

sending food and clothing to those in need,etc.

Having all things in common is not Communism which is anti-Christian,totalitarian,

required by lav/ and not voluntary,ruled by a minority,denios freedom. Communism does not

recognise the Fatherhood of God nor the true brotherhood of man. Love for one another

is not the controlling factor but the decisions of the Communist party.lt is not democ-

racy, As Joe Louis,the famous prize fighter once said/'There are lots of things wrong

with America but nothing that Communism can cure". It is true al 3o in Korea, The solution

of Korea *

3

problems is not in Communism and Christians at least should not be deceived

since they know the teachings of the ord of God," new commandment I give unto you,

mitor^from\he
0
heart

her ^ohn ^3,;54 ) *^ut love cannot be by lawjit is free and vol-



THE FLESH POTS OF EGYPT by Harry A. Rhode a ( )

The ohildren of Israel were in Egypt hundreds of years. (Ex.l2«40) .It was a land

of plenty. They had enough to eat but they were a subject people and during the latter

part of their sojourn they were slaves. They cried unto God by reason of their bondage

and God heard their groaning, (Ex.2. 23-24). To lead then out of their bondage God called

Moses .the greatest man in the world from Adam to Jesus. At the end of the Ten Plagues

upon the Egyptians,the Israelites were miraculously delivered in the crossing of the

Ked >ea and found themselves in the wilderness. They were free but they were hungry.

They murmured against loses and Aaron and said. "Would to God we had died in the land

of Egypt when we sat by the flesh pots and when we did eat bread to the full"(Ex.l6»3)

They thought*j%#’to liave enough to eat in slavery than to have freedom with

privation and hardships. God led them by day in a pillar of oloud and by night in a

pillar of fire (Ex.13.21) .He gave them manna from heaven to eat (Lx. 16.4) .water irom

the rook to drink (Ex. 17.6) and flesh to eat (Ex.16sl35llum.ll.20). And yet again and

again they murmured and said to Loses ."We remember the fish which we did eat in Eqypt

freely i the cuoumbers.and the melons.and the leeks.and the onions.and the garliok n (Num,11.5)

They rebelled against Loses ten times until he wanted // God to kill him.(Hum,11.15),

All peoples want freedom but not all ard willing to pay the price of freedom.

The road to freedom is often hard and long. It is not gained in a day but a

continual struggle for years and sometimes for centuries. People must be united in

wanting freedom and willing to work together to obtain it. The Israelites were forty

years in the wilderness before they entered the promised land. Had they been willing

to endure hardships together .have faith in God and follow their leadess.they could

havd obtained their freedom muoh sooner.

Freedom is more tlian political freedomjit is a matter of the spirit.Every

true Christian is free even though he may be in prison of in slavery.The apostle Paul

regarded himself as free and yet he said he was a bohd-eervnnt of Christ. His freedom

was to do the will of Christ. He did not have muoh of this world's goods but said he

had learned to be oontent in whatsoever st*te he was .////X/X/XX// IIe lcnew how ' 0 be

full and to be hungry,to abound and to suffer need.He oould do all things through

Christ who strengtheneth him" (Phil.4.11-18) » a11 like 6n abundanoe °f mt6rial

things, the flesh-pots,but must not pay too groat a price for them.



THE EXPANSION OF CHRISTIANITY by H. A.Rhodes
( )

Dr. K. 3. Latourette,professor in Yale University under whom Dr. L.G.Paik,president

of the Chosen Christian University studied for his Ph.D. degree,has written six volumes

on "A History of the ‘Expansion of Christianity" which he divides into four periods:

1. Until 500 A. D. during which centuries "the Roman Empire was brought to a nom-

inal accpetance of the Christian faith". The Church had great driving energy throughout

Asia L inor and Europe, North Adrica and as far east as India.

2. A thous nd years from 500 to 1500 -.D.This was «the period of the .ark .ges"

when"the very existence of Christianity seemed threatened by the collapse of the Roman

empire ''Paganism invaded from the north and Mohammedanism from the east. The ioman Catholic

Church was corrupt. "Yet Christianity succeeded in winning the barbarians from Northern

Eupope" .The onslaughts of Mohammedanism into Europe from the east and the south were re-

pelled.//////^// 2^0 Christian Church though weak was not destroyed.

3. During the third period from 1500 to 1800 A.D. a"great drive forward took

place under the Reformation until 1700" Luther and Calvin were the great leaders . "The

so-called 'Modern Age* had dawned', the age of new learning called the 'Renaissance'.

" .e stern European peoples discovered the .Americas ,the sea route to India and the Far
t

oast. The Russians carried their explorations eastward acDss norhern Asia and into

Alaska.lt was a period of //// reform and expansion, of revivals within the 6hurch and

of the impact of Christianity on non-European peoples .During the last century of this
period occurred the great revivals // under John /esley and Geor e Vhitfield.

/4.The period from 1800 A. D. until • the present is called by Dr .Latourette the

"Era of Greatest Influence". The modern missionary movement vias born. Christianity

'overleaped every barrier of class and caste , disease and distance, and established itself

literally over all the earth 1,

until no there is truly a World Fellowship of Christians".

Slavery was abolished both in England and in America. Carey went to India as a missionary,

Morrison to China ,Livingstone to Africa, Verbeck and Hepburn to Japan, Underwood and

rt-ppenzeller to Korea, low there are great national Christian leaders in thes countries

like . a;awa in Japan nd the Soong family in China,

Now with the War over we can/ hope for another great expansion of Christianity.

e know now that there is no other way to brld eace. The opportunity for a world-wide
preaching of the Gospel is now the greatest it has even been since Jesus came to save
the word.
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THE INFLUENCE OF ,JESUS by H. A. Rhodes ( )

After Dr.Ki S.Latourette,professor in Yale

•niversity had written his six volumes on the"History of the Expansion of Christianity"

he wrote a summary volume of 240 pages, entitled "Anno Domini" (A.D. ,The Year of our Lord),

which is described as "A survey of the influence of Jesus on the quality of life in the

twenty centuries since His death". The concluding statement on the last page of this book
is as follows:

"&ven though mankind should destroy civilization, or though physical changes
on Hiis planet were to bring to an end the course of mankind on the earth, the Christian
ne ’J not de ir. He can l>e confident that the God Vho has revealed himself in Jesus will
not allow to perish those who have trusted in him and have entered upon the transformation
made possible through Jesus, but before these, lies an endless life of growth in love for
one another and for God. He can rest assured that that in some form which he cannot now
even imagine, these redeemed souls live on, that they live on together as well as with god,
and that they form a fellowship, a city of God unseen by our present eyes, dth seers of
of other ages, the Christian can hope ...for an endless development. Trusting, too, that
the God seen in Jesus is dominant in the universe, he believes that ultimately, in some
fashion which man cannot envision, He will be victorious over the forces of disorder and
of evil.

Armed With this hope, the ' Christian is prepared fo-- either onto • te of
human history on this earth. Go long as mankind is on this planeb he cannot but join
in the struggle against the collective ills which threaten civilization. He must, too,
continue to seek to give good news of what od makes possible through Jesus, to as many
individuals as he can. tat the precise outcome of the human drama Will be,he may not
know. The experience of the past nineteen centuries,however, gives him assurance thatm it uesus is central, that the dominant forces of the universe are on the side of Jesus,
and that ultimately God and His Christ will prevail. The Christian believes, and rightly,
tnat on the basis of experience and reason, Jesus gives to human history meaning and hope."

i ay all /K orean Christians have this hope and assurance. The political situa-

-ion in Korea is far from satisfactory. The Korean people

is ^certain. Korean Christians, however ,can have hope. They know Chat rod is over all,

that He does not forget His people in Korea as He did not forget His people in Israel.

Jesus came to save the world and Korea is a part of the world. Jesu^ still lives and

is coming again to this earth to reign, ill who are enlisted under the banner of Jesus

.fill reign ith Him. ihe wiristian-T s hope cannot be dimmed. In suffering and even in

death the Christian can be victorious . "To him that overcometh will I grant to sit with

me in my throne, even as I also overcame, and am set down with my Father in his throne .

(Rev. 3: 21)

/



WORE MISSIONARIES ARRIVING IN KOREA by Harry A. Rhodes (

At present (Mar #25th) there are about 40 Protestant missionaries in Korea

as followsi Australian Presbyterian, 1| Southern Presbyterian, 14

§

United flhuroh of

Canada, 2 1 Northern Pre. byterian. 7|Methodist, 12 | Orthodox Presbyterian 1| eventh Pay

Adventist, 2 (English Church Mission,2#

A few days ago the following Southern Presbyterian missionaries arrived*

Rev.and L'rs .Robert Knos ( ),Dr.and MrsaTalmage ( )|Misses

Greene ( ), Hopper ( ) and HoMurphy ( )• By the end

of this month 13 Northern Presbyterian missionaries will arrive: //////
'

/WHIR/////////f//M
r,and Mrs.Genso ( ), Rev#Mr,and Mrs .A* Campbell ( ),

Mrs. Fletcher ( ),Mrs.Umpe ( ),Mrs.E.Adams ( )

Mrs,F.S.Miller ( ),Miss Edna Lawrence ( ),Miss Olga Johnson ( )

Miss G. Bergman ( ), Rev.George Adams ( ),Dr#D.Lowe ( ).
John

Also Re////n Talmage of the Gouthern Presbyterian Mission and Dr.George Rue of the

Geventha Day Adventist Mission#

By the end of this year it is expected that there will a hundred Protestant
%

missionaries in Korea as follows* Australian Presbyterian, 9 * Southern ?resbyterian,32 j

United Church of Canada, 7

\

Northern Presbyterian, 32 |Hethodist,20# Also Re-v#Mr.Robertson

is coming to the Bible Society and Mr#Fitoh to the Y.M#C#A#

Counting wives there are almost 20 Protestant missionaries in U.S, government

service iNothem Presbyterian, 10

{

Southern Pre:jbyterian,GiMethodist,// 3# These in time

will transfer to missionary work. «

The U.G. Government authorities are very helpful to the missionaries.-ach Friday

General Lerch holds a conference with the missionaries in Seoul, owever there are still

many difficulties. The exchange rate is now 50 won to .1.00 whereas the market rate is
o

200 or mote to 1,There is a shrtage of missionaries//// and transportation problems#

the Missions are making surveys as to future plans and policies# Drs.Fulton and
Elliott of the Gouthem Presbyterian Mission Board have come and gone# Bishop Moore

of the Methodist Church was here last year#A Deputation from the Northern Presbyterian
Church is expected to arrive this spring. Dr.John Reisner in the interests of the
uural Church will arrive on Apr#8th for a week. These visitors will confer with the
missionaries and with Korean church leaders. Let us all be much in prayer for the future
of missions and the church in Korea that God will pour out His blessing upon us.



Conference with General Lerch,Mar.7,1947

Mssionaries present sMisses Appenzeller,Howard,Mrs .Chaffin, Br&rman, Sauer

,

L. P.Ander son, Amendt, Coen, Fletcher, Billings, Snyder, Father Hunt, Rhodes
Kaj •We

e

ms and three other Army personne 1

Matters mentioned are as follows:
1. No change in the status of missionaries will take place without

notice in advance.
2. As yet there is no way of exchanging Korean money into U.S.gold.

3. The newspaper edited by a Catholic is not a religious periodical.
His church affiliations had nothing to do with his selection.

4. It is not likely that any arrangement can be made to
literature into north Korea.

send Christian

5*An effort will be made to get text-books for English and Korean
text-books for missionary teachers.

6.News publications of the Military Gov’t.will be sent to the
missionaries

.

7. The MG taxi service is available to the missionaries.

8. There is no objection to getting paper from America and having
printing done here on Korean presses.

9.We were encouraged to take up with Gen. Hodge our request for
missionaries with children to return to Korea.

10.Property matters were also discussed
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I. THE COUNTRY AND THE PEOPLE

Korea is a mountainous peninsula which projects southward
from Manchuria on the Asiatic mainland into the East China Sea#
It has a 6,000 mile coastline, an area of more than 86,000
square miles — slightly larger than New England, New Jersey,
and Maryland combined — and a climate similar to that of the
eastern seaboard of the United States between Maine and South
Carolina*

The Koreans are a Mongoloid people, with racial character-
istics distinct from the Chinese and Japanese* With the pres-
ent population of between twenty-eight and thirty millions, two-
thirds of which reside in the portion south of the 38th parallel
it is estimated that Korea ranks twelfth or thirteenth among the
countries of the world* At least three-quarters of the popula-
tion is engaged in agriculture, rice being the principal product

Korea has its own spoken and written language, with an ex-
cellent simple native alphabet consisting of fourteen consonants
and eleven vowels* Korea’s long history has produced many dis-
tinctive contributions in literature and art, especially in the
field of ceramics*

Korea is not richly endowed with natural resources* It has
some mineral wealth and water power, and the seas around the pen
insula are good fishing grounds* In general, the northern half
of the country possesses the largest part of the industrial and
mineral resources, and the southern half is the principal agri-
cultural region*

Korea is a geographical focal point in the Far East where
conflicting national interests of major powers have met for
centuries* Until the late 19th century Korea was politically
and culturally oriented toward China* However, in 1894-5,
Japan eliminated Chinese influence in Korea by force of arms,

and in the Russo-Japanese war of 1904-5, expelled the remaining
competitor for dominance in Korea* The formal annexation of

Korea in 1910 gave Japan its first continental base for future
penetration of the Asiatic mainland. Until the surrender of

Japan on September 2, 1945, Korea was governed as an integral
part of the Japanese Empire.
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II. BACKGROUND CF U.S. RESPONSIBILITIES IN KOREA

The regular channels of diplomacy between states are now
supplemented by two major instrumentalities. One is the United
Nations and its related agencies; the other is multilateral con-
sultations among the principal Allied Powers of the Second World
^ar • The task of the latter is making the peace; the task of the
United Nations is keeping the peace - building an increasingly
secure and progressive world* In inter-allied consultations dur-
ing and since the war the United States has made clear its firm
resolution that Korea shall have its independence* While pursu-
ing this purpose within the terms of multilateral commitments,
the United States, through its support of the United Nations rec-
ognizes its responsibilities under the Charter of that organiza-
tion toward areas such as Korea which are verging upon indepen-
dence*

1* Commitments

The cornerstone of Allied policy toward Korea was formu-
lated during the course of World War II when at Cairo, in
December 1943, the United States, the United Kingdom, and China
joined in declaring that in due course Korea would become free
and independent. This multilateral pledge was reaffirmed in
the Potsdam Declaration of July 1945, and subscribed to by the
USSR when it entered the war against Japan.

2. Surrender and the 38th parallel

Subsequent to the declaration of war upon Japan by the
USSR and in preparation for the surrender of' Japanese forces
throughout the Far East, the State-War-Navy Coordinating Com-
mittee and the Joint Chiefs of Staff approved a War Department
recommendation which later formed the basis for General Order
Number One, defining areas of responsibility for accepting the
surrender of all Japanese Military forces* Among other recom-
mendations prompted by military considerations to achieve this
purpose, the one pertaining to Korea provided that Japanese
troops north of thirty-eight degrees in Korea were to surrender
to Soviet forces, while those south of thirty-eight degrees were
to surrender to U.S. foroes. On September 8, the U.S. foroes en-
tered Korea, accepting the surrender of Japanese forces south of
the 38th parallel in a formal oeremony on the following day.

The division between United States and Soviet forces along
the 38th parallel was a line of demarcation adopted solely for
the purpose of receiving the surrender cf the Japanese forces.

It was never intended by the United States to be the artificial
barrier it has now become.
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3 * Ear ly Attempts at Unification

It wa6 apparent at the outset that the division of the coun-

try between two occupying authorities created undesirable restric-

tions upon normal interchange among the Koreans and upon the

Korean economy* During the early days of the occupation, the U*S*

Commander initiated negotiations with the Soviet Commander to

overcome this barrier and to obtain Soviet cooperation in unifying

the economy and administration of Korea* These attempts proved

unsuccessful, and tte U*S. Commander recommended that the problem

be handled at a higher level*

4. The Moscow Agreement (appendix l)

In December, 1945, the foreign ministers of the United States,

the United Kingdom, and the Soviet Union, met at Moscow and agreed,

with China's adherence, on a period of assistance and on procedures

to aid the Korean people in the development of self-government and

the establishment of national sovereignty* Under this agreement

the U.S* shares with the Soviet Union the responsibility for tak-

ing joint action in Korea through a Joint Commission which would

consult with Korean democratic parties and social organizations

in preparing proposals for the formation of a provisional govern-

ment*

5. Negotiations Following the Moscow Agreement

(A) The Joint Confer ence

Under the terms of paragraph four of the Moscow Agreement
, a

conference was held betv/een representatives of the U.S* and USSR

Commands from January 16 through February 5, 1946* It was the

viewr of the U*S* representatives that agreement should be reached

to remove the effect of the 38th parallel as a barrier and provide

for the consideration of Korea as an economic and administrative

whole* However, the Soviet command viewed the problem as one of

exchange and coordination between the two adjoining zones of mil-

itary responsibility* They insisted that administrative-economic

integration of the two zones must await the formation of the pro-

visional government provided for in paragraph 2 of the Moscow
Agreement* The conference therefore failed to achieve substantial
results*

(B) The Joint Commission

On March 20, 1946 the Joint Commission provided for in the

second paragraph of the Moscow Agreement met for thr first time*
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From the beginning the USSR position was that the Provi-
sional Korean Government would be formed after consultation
with only those political parties and social organizations
fully in favor of the Moscow Agreement# Such a polioy would
have had the effect of excluding from consultation all parties
that had expressed opposition to the idea of trusteeship# The
Joint Commission finally agreed that it would consult with
Korean democratic parties and social organizations whioh were
"truly democratic in their aims and methods** and which would
subscribe to a declaration that they would "uphold the aims of
the Mosoow Decision", "abide by the decisions of the Joint Com-
mission in fulfillment of paragraph 2 of the Moscow Decision in
the formation of a provisional Korean Democratic Government",
and oooperate with the Commission "in the working out by it •##
of proposals concerning measures foreseen by paragraph 3 of the
Moscow Deoision".

The Soviet delegation then insisted that if any of these
Korean parties were represented by any individuals who had ex-
pressed opposition to the Moscow Agreement, and particularly to
the provisions for trusteeship, these individuals should be de-
clared ineligible for consultation with the Joint Commission#
This would have excluded all but a minority Communist element#
The United States delegation did not accept this proposal on the
ground that such an exclusion would constitute a violation of
democratic, representative principles and particularly the prin-
ciple of freedom of speech# As it became evident that no pro-
gress could be made, the Commission adjourned sine die on May 8,
1946#

(C) The Hodge-Chistiakov Letters (appendix 2)

After May 8, 1946, the U#S. Commander in Korea took the in-
itiative on several occasions to press for the resumption of

Joint Commission negotiations on a basis safeguarding Korean
freedom of expression# However, replies from the Soviet Com-
mander failed to reveal any substantial change in the basic
Soviet position*

(D) The Marshall-Molotov Letters (appendix 3)

The most recent negotiations commenced on April 8-, 1947,

when Secretary Marshall addressed a note to Foreign Minister
Molotov# After oarefully reviewing the events whioh have led

to the present stalemate in Korea, the Secretary asked "that

our governments agree to instruct our respective commanders in

Korea to reconvene the Joint Comnission as soon as possible ###
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of respect for the danocratic right of freedom of opin-

“,\“d tt.1) • r.„ b. fixed for . reel., bjttJ «»

Of the progress made ... by the Joint Commission.

Mr. Molotov, in a reply dated April 19
* Without

'szz 5.
the execution of the Moscow Agreement providing consultation with

In reply, the Secretary of State, on May 2. re^U®®**d
j?

1®*

opinion.

Mr. Molotov, in his reply of May 7 accepted this principle

and released by it as Communique Number Five, (appendix )

tv,« Secretary of State, on May 12. acknowledged the agree-

. that had been achieved in this exohange of notes and instruc

ed the American Commander in Korea to invite the Soviet Commander

to reconvene the meetings of the Joint Commission in Seoul.

May 21 the meetings were resumed.
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III. U.S. OCCUPATION - PROBLEMS k PROGRESS

After VJ-Day the Allies were confronted in Korea with the im-

mediate task of implementing the surrender, eliminating Japanese

military control, and repatriating Japanese armed forces* A more

difficult and long-range problem was that of restoring a former

colonial area to a position of political and economic independence.

1* Policies

U.S. policy toward Korea is based on the following objectives:

(1) To establish a self-governing, sovereign Korea a6 soon as pos-

sible, independent of foreign control and eligible for membership

in the United Nations; (2) to insure that the national government

so established shall be fully representative of the freely expressed

will of the Korean people; and (3) to a66ist the Koreans in estab-

lishing a sound eoonomy and adequate educational system as essen-

tial bases of an independent, democratic state*

2. Administration

Administration of Southern Korea has been the responsibility

of the War Department since the beginning of the occupation. On

September S, 1S45, U. S. Army Military Government in Korea (USAMGIK)

was established under a military governor who is an officer on the

staff of the Commander of the U.S* Forces in Korea, (USA FIK)

Lt. Gen. John R. Hodge. General Hodge, with Headquarters in Seoul,

operates under the Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Forces Far East,

General Douglas MacArthur, whose headquarters are in Tokyo.

Directives defining occupation policies and administration

are formulated in Washington jointly by the State, War, and Navy

Departments, through the State-War-Navy Coordinating Committee

(SWNCC), and issued through the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the

occupying forces. By agreement of the three departments, and

with the approval of the President, administration of civil af-

fairs in Korea soon will be gradually transferred from the War

Department to the Deoartment of State. U.S. military responsibil-

ities with regard to Korea will, however, continue unchanged.

At present 3231 Americans, of whom 2594 are military and 637

civilian personnel, are engaged in civil government activities.

In addition to normal civil administration responsibilities, Mili-

tary Government in Korea has had to hold as trustee and operate

all agricultural and industrial property formerly ovmed by the

Japanese — some 60fc of the total property in South Korea.
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the exception of cholera in which no cases were reported. The
number of typhoid cases, for example, increased from 457 cases
in January 1947 to 1407 cases in Maroh 1947.

5. Political Situation

U.S. occupation policy for Korea has emphasized that the
Koreans are a liberated people, moving: toward self-government and
independence. During forty years of Japanese oontrol, the Koreans
were systematically subjugated to the Japanese will and they were
permitted to fill a very limited number of administrative posts
in government and industry. Their educational system was thor-
oughly Japanized and their national eoonomy was integrated and
subordinated to Japan* s. Accordingly, military government author-
ities have adopted measures to provide for Korean participation
in political, economic, and cultural programs.

On December 12, 1946, an interim legislative assembly for
southern Korea was oonvened. it developed from earlier attempts
on the part of Military Government to enlist the interest of
Koreans in constructive steps toward self-government. Designed

to provide training in democratic political procedures, it has
the duty of formulating and presenting to the U.S. Commander

draft laws to be used as the basis for political, economic and

social reforms in the American zone. The legislative assembly
is oomposed of 90 members, 45 of whom were elected and 45 ap-
pointed by General hodge. Bills under consideration by the

Assembly touch on all aspects of Korean life, and one now re-

ceiving close attention is a measure which would provide a pop-

ular electoral system. The immediate effect of such a bill

would be to replace the present Interim Assembly by a body

wholly elected and representative of the popular will of the

people.

6. Culture and Education

Military Government authorities have been faced with a gi-

gantic task in helping the Korean people to establish a free

and democratic educational system after almost a half century of

Japanese domination. First of all, there is widespread poverty.

Secondly, a majority of Koreans were denied adequate formal edu-

cation and such training as did take place was given in the

Japanese language. As a consequence it is estimated that the

country was left by the Japanese with a literacy rate of between

20 and 45 percent. Lastly, the situation is aggravated by acute
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there was a complete collapse of all manufacturing effort* Few
Koreans had the technical training to fill the vacancies created
by the removal of the Japanese, who monopolized all positions re-
quiring technical skill* Factories built to produce war supplies
were not suited to a peacetime Korean economy. The limited stock-
piles left by the Japanese at the end of years of war were quickly
used up.

The collapse of the domestic economy was accentuated by the
termination of Korean economic and financial relations with Japan
and the yen bloc countries from which nearly ninety-five percent
of Korean prewar imports came*

Reoovery from these blows has been severely handicapped by

the division of the country into two zones. The hydroelectric
power, chemical, and metal industries of the north are a neces-

sary complement to the agriculture and textile industry of the

South* This separation has left south Korea desperately 6hort of

coal and fertilizer and dependent on the authorities in northern

Korea for electric power.

Additional factors which further disrupted the Korean econ-

omy were the cholera epidemic (Section III, 4), severe floods, and

the sharp increase in population because of repatriation (Section

III, 3), a continuing flow of some 50,000 refugees per month from

the north, and a high birth-rate of 1 . 1% per annum.

(2) Industry

While U.S. military government officials have furnished tech-

nical help and some trained operators, and have attempted locally

to rebuild south Korea's industry, production in industrial plants

employing more than five persons is currently at less than twenty

percent of capacity. Recent surveys reveal that shortages of raw

materials, lack of replacement and repair parts, inadequate num-

bers of skilled laborers, and transportation and power difficulties

have contributed to low industrial production. The following cases

are illustrative.

Textiles: South Korea has more than 280,000 spindles and

20 000 installed looms which produced in excess of 200,000,000

yards of cotton cloth annually before liberation. Only 50% of

these are now operable. Although spindles in operation increased

steadily during most of 1946, the total year's output was less

than 20% of former production. Shortages of essential raw
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ducts, processed foods, leather goods and household supplies.

However production of these items has been so small that prices

SThei have been excessive and imports have been necessary.

The rubber shoe industry, which has a capacity of about 1,500,000

pairs of shoes monthly, produced only 33,000 pairs in December

1946.

The Daper ,
pulp and paper products industry is one of south

Korea's important small industries. There are 117 paper mills

in south Korea. Paper mills, which produoed about 4,000 metrio
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tons of paper in 1946, are closing because stockpiles of sulphite
pulp which normally was secured from north Korea are exhausted#
Lack of raw materials and replacement parts has seriously curtailed
paper production, which in turn, has reduced supplies of newsprint
needed for the educational and information program in south Korea#

Raw materials most urgently required in the consumer goods
industry are: chemicals for leather tanning, chemicals for glass
production, palm oil for soap plants, rubber, rubber chemicals,
caustic soda, raw hides, and inks# Needed replacement parts in
this industry include: motors, paper producing machinery, print-
ing machinery parts, replacements parts for shoe manufacturing
equipment, and replacement parts for glass plants#

Transportation : The railroad system of south Korea, which is

the core of the transportation system in this mountainous country,
has suffered from four years of wartime neglect by the Japanese.
Since American occupation, the railroads have barely maintained
service through lack of funds for replacement parts and competent
personnel# Rolling stock and locomotives are in bad condition and

inadequate in number# At one time, for example only 182 of south-

ern Korea's 474 badly worn engines were operable. One hundred ex-

cess army locomotives have been assigned to Korea# Although some

have already arrived and the remainder are on the way, they will

result only in bringing the total up to minimum requirements.
Adequate supplies of repair and maintenance parts, trained tech-

nicians and operators, and a complete rebuilding of the right-

of-way are urgently needed#

The highway system of south Korea has become increasingly im-

portant as a means of transportation since lack of funds has cur-

tailed rehabilitation of the railroad system# Trucks are being

used by the Military Government in distributing supplies of fer-

tilizer and in collecting rice from the farmers. During the war

the highway system was permitted to fall into disrepair. Heavy

usage by U.S. military vehicles coupled with flood washouts of

road beds and bridges have made heavy road outlays imperative.

(3) Food and Agriculture

Since the beginning of the occupation of south Korea, a com-

bination of factors has prevented the U.S. zone from meeting all

of its food requirements from indigenous production# Rice, the

basic commodity of Korea, is in short supply because of failure

of the Japanese to provide fertilizer during the war years. Now

the soil is badly depleted. Furthermore, an acute shortage of
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fuel has resulted in excessive deforestation with consequent floods

and erosion. Particularly disastrous was the early 194b flood in

south Korea. Finally, lack of transportation needed to distribute

food and fertilizer, shifts of population, and generally unstable

economic conditions combined to curtail indigenous production and

make imports essential. Despite the fact that occupation author-

ities developed and carried out an extremely successful rice col-

lection and distribution program, 650, 00C metric tons of food had

to be imported during 1S46 to make up for food crop deficiencies

and prevent starvation*

Fertilizer: Since 1938 the amount of commercial fertilizer

available to south Korea has sharply deoreased. None was avail-

able for the 1945 or 1946 crops. During the war years the Japan-

ese converted Korean fertilizer plants, which were nearly all lo-

cated in north Korea, to the production of munitions and other war

materials. From that time on a serious depletion of the soil has

set in. Acerages have been lost due to the reluctance of farmers

to plant winter and summer crops on rice lands already depleted

by lack of fertilizer.

Irrigations Increase in agricultural production also depends

on the restoration of irrigation in south Korea. Of the 3,066,155

acres devoted to rice production in 1940-44 only 1,513,480 are con-

trolled irrigation land. The remaining 1,552,675 acres of rice

land are regarded as unimproved or uncontrolled by modern irriga-

tion standards. The controlled area accounts for 67 percent of

total rice oroduction normally, while the larger and uncontrolled

area accounts for only 33 percent.

Seeds and Insecticides : Previous provisions for these types

of agricultural supplies have been inadequate. Seeds for vege-

tables, potatoes, and grains are needed to insure improved strains

and varieties. Because of fertilizer shortages, seed production

did not begin in Korea until 1947 and, although requirements will

be progressively lessened as this production increases, some im-

ports will be necessary to insure disease-free stock. South

Korea’s livestock, which provides farm traction as well as food,

is at the danger point because of excessive slaughtering. Breed-

ing livestock are needed to rebuild and improve herds.

Fisheries: At the beginning of the war, Korea ranked sixth

in the world’s fishing industry. During the war, fish production

decreased because of shortages of materials and manpower. At the

time of U.S. entry after the surrender of Japan, Korea fishing

craft were in such bad repair and supplies of materials were so

limited that production had fallen almost to zero. The major ob-

struction to expansion of fish production in south Korea is the
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acute shortage of fishing supplies and materials* Fish production

provides an essential part of Korea's indigenous food requirements

and could well become one of south Korea's major sources of for-

eign exchange. Valuable fish products are now being wasted through

inadequate canning facilities.

Forest Products : During the war when the Japanese diverted

all coal to war industries, the Koreans were forced to cut deeply

into the forests for fuel wood. The severe depletion of the

forests has led to serious erosion with consequent flood damage

and silting of the irrigation system. It has also made it im-

possible for Korean forests to meet urgent needs of the economy.

What timber stocks now remain to Korea are in the north. The

rejuvenation and expansion of existing forest nurseries and the

establishment of new nurseries are urgently needed to insure a

future stock of forest products.

(4) Conclus ion t

Until the present time, the U.S. economic program in south

Korea has provided only bare subsistence for the civilian popula-

tion. Under this program the U.S. has financed only those imports

of goods which are absolutely essential to prevent the develop-

ment of conditions which would endanger U.S. occupation forces.

This policy has provided for limited imports of food, clothing,

medical supplies, and fertilizer, but has not been sufficient to

prevent a serious inflation and progressive deterioration of the

Korean economy.
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IV. APPENDIXES

APPENDIX 1: TEXT OF VOSCC.', AGREE?/!ENT ON KOREA
DECR! BF'R 27, 1945

1. Vi th a view to the re-establishment of Korea as an
independent state, the creation of conditions for developing
the country on democratic principles and the earliest oossible
liquidation of the disastrous results of the protracted
Japanese domination in Korea, there shall be set up a pro-
visional Korean democratic government which shall take all the
necessary steps for developing the industry, transport and
agriculture of Korea and the national culture of the Korean
people.

2. In order to assist the formation of a provisional
Korean Government and with a view to the preliminary elabo-
ration of the appropriate measures, there shall be established
a joint commission consisting of representatives of the United
States Command in southern Korea and the Soviet Command in
northern Korea. In preparing their proposals the Commission
shall consult with the Korean democratic parties and social
organizations. The recommendations worked out by the Com-
mission shall be presented for the consideration of the Govern-
ments of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, China, the
United Kingdom and the United States prior to final decision by
the two Governments represented on the Joint Commission.

3. It shall be the task of the Joint Commission, with the
participation of the provisional Korean Democratic Government
and of the Korean donocratic organizations to work out measures
also for helping and assisting (trusteeshio) the political,
economic and social progress of the Korean people, the develop-
ment of democratic self-government and the establishment of the
national independence of Korea.

The proposals of the Joint Commission shall be submitted,
following consultation with the provisional Korean Government
for the joint cansiderat ion of the Governments of the United
States, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom
and China for the working out of an agreement concerning a

four-power trusteeship of Korea for a period of up to five

years.
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4. For the consideration of urgent problems affecting

both southern and northern Korea and for the e a ora
tpatlve-

measures establishing permanent coordination in a
ROUthern

economic matters between the United States Command in s^thern

Korea and the Soviet Command in northern Korea, a confereno

S the representatives of the United States and Soviet com-

mands in Korea shall be convened within a period of two weeks.
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APPENDIX 2 : TEXTS 0F_ HODGE-CH 1ST IAKOV LETTERS

(A) Excerpt from letter of Gen. Hodge to Gen. Chistiakov ,

dated May _9, 1946 .

The Americans stand ready and willing to continue the work
of the Commission in carrying out fully the Moscow Decision upon
one day notice. All accommodations used by the Soviet Delegation
remain open for their use.

If there remain any other issues to be cleared up before
the Commission reconvenes, I suggest that we meet for a person-
al conference at suoh plaoe and time as you request. I will
gladly come to Pyongyang for such a meeting, or I will be de-

lighted if you would accept my long standing invitation to
visit with me in the Korean metropolis of Seoul.

(B) Excerpt from letter of Gen . Hodge to Gen. Chistiakov ,

dated June 15 , 1946 .

Although it has been more than one month since I wrote you
suggesting we meet to discuss and clear up between us any mis-
understood points of difference between our two delegations on

the US-Soviet Joint Commission, I have not had the honor of a

reply.

As indicated in my letter, the American Command stands

ready to resume negotiations in the Joint Commission at any-

time you suggest, in order fully to carry out the Mosoow de-

cision in accordance with the principles of freedom of ex-

pression as enunciated in the Atlantic Charter to which both

of our governments have adhered. Therefore, I reiterate the

invitation indicated in my letter of May 9, that you return

your delegation to Seoul at an early date to resume negotia-

tions for the complete fulfillment of the terms of the Moscow

decision in the cooperative spirit in whioh that decision was

made.

Should you decide to aocept this invitation, I request

advance notioe of arrival of the Soviet Delegation in order

to rearrange for their housing and messing.

I will appreciate an early reply.



(c) Letter from Gen. Chistiakov to Gen. Hodge,

dated August j>, 1946 .

I have received your letter of 15 June 1946 pertaining to

reconvening the Soviet-American Joint Commission in Seoul.

Having studied the material of the work of Soviet-American

Joint Commission. I have come to the conclusion that the stand

taken by the Soviet delegation in its negotiations, which took

place in Seoul, was correct#

The Soviet delegation was motivated by the necessity for

the exact fulfillment of the Moscow decision of three foreign

Ministers on Korea, the only document in which is laid out the

program of the Allies, foreseeing the creation of a democratic

government in Korea and also the measures of assistance for de

veloping Korea on democratic principles and the establishment

of an Independent Korean State#

As you know, the break in the work of the Joint Commission,

fulfilling this decision, came about on the initiative and sug-

gestion of the American delegation#

Regrettably, your letter did not state whether the American

delegation in the Joint Commission will uphold the exact ful-

fillment of the Moscow deoision and consult only those parties

and organizations and their representatives, which fully, with-

out any reservations, support this decision and did not compro-

mise themselves by active opposition to this decision#

Upon receiving your consent to resume negotiations on the

basis of the above mentioned, I am ready at any time to send

a representative of the Soviet Command to the City of Seoul for

conducting negotiations in the Soviet-American Joint Commission

for the fulfillment of the Moscow decision on Korea#

(D) Letter from Gen# Hodge to Gen # Chistiakov ,

dated August 12 ,
1946 #

This is in answer to your letter of 6 August 1946 in re-

gard to resumption of negotiations by the Joint US-Soviet Com-

mission in Korea.

I note with interest your statement that the Soviet dele-

gation is motivated by the necessity for the exact fulfillment
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of the Moscow decision* I take this opportunity to state that
the exact fulfillment of the Moscow decision is and always has
been the mission of the American delegation, and is exactly
what it will try to accomplish when the commission reconvenes*

However, there are certain factors in this connection
that I am impelled to point out. These are:

A* There is nothing the US Delegation can read into the
Moscow decision that requires or implies that only those parties
and organizations are to be consulted by the Joint Commiesion
which fully, without any reservations, support this decision
and did not compromise themselves by active opposition to this
decision* Reading this interpretation into the Moscow deoision
is purely unilateral*

B. There is nothing in the Moscow decision or in the
general usage of the word "democratic” throughout the world
that restricts its application only to organizations or parties
belonging to schools of social thought favoring certain classes
in the community over others, which seemed to be the interpre-
tation given in practice to the word by the Soviet Delegation.
The American Delegation can apply the word "democratic" only
as it is applied in common usage throughout the world, which
normally would exclude only parties or organizations opposed to
popular rule by elected representatives and to equal rights for
all classes of the people.

C* There is nothing in the Moscow decision that prohibits
Koreans in conferences with the commission or elsewhere from
expressing freely their wishes and desires in formation of
their own government*

D* There is nothing in the Moscow Deoision that makes any
predetermination of the terms or nature of the four power
trusteeship beyond the one provision imposing a limit of 5 years
duration* On the contrary, the Moscow Decision states positively
that "The proposals of the Joint Commission shall be submitted
following consultation with the Provisional Korean Government

for the joint cons id"erat ion of t he * * * (~4 powers ) * * * for the

working out of an agreement concerning a four power trusteeship

for Korea "for a period of up to 5 years." I see no reason for

the Joint Commission or the Korean people to enter into commit-

ments concerning a four power trusteeship before the Korean

provisional government is formed*
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In view of the Soviet delegations interpretation of the

Moscow decision during the sessions last spring, that dele-

gation might wish to restudy the deoision in the light of the

view6 expressed above.

Since the Moscow decision was made by our foreign ministers

in good faith and is the only legal vehicle for setting up the

independence of Korea, the US delegation has no alternative but

to carry it out exactly and in full, and has no intention of

making changes in the decision or of asking for any repudiation.

However, I can assure you that the US delegation cannot be a

party to any arbitrary exclusive or punitive tactics in dealing

with the accredited representatives of the Korean people on

grounds not specifically stated in the Moscow Decision itself,

and inconsistent with the world-accepted definition of the

word "Democratic".

On the basis given above, I not only welcome but invite

the Soviet delegation to return to negotiations of the joint

commission and auggest that you send your representative to

Seoul at an early date to make preliminary arrangements.

(E) Letter from Gen . Chistiakov to Gen . Hodge ,

dated October 26 , 1946 *

In your letter of August 12, 1946 concerning the resump-

tion of the work of the Joint Soviet-American Commission, you,

speaking of the intentions of the American Delegation to re-

sume the disoussion to the Joint Commission, at the same time

have advised the Soviet Delegation to restudy its position.

In. answer to this, I must declare that the Soviet Dele-

gation is guided in its work by the terms of the Moscow

Decision of the Three Foreign Ministers on Korea and intends

to steadfastly adhere to this deoision.

I again assure you that the Soviet Delegation is always

ready to resume the work of the Joint Commission on the basis

of strict fulfillment of the Moscow Deoision on Korea.

As far as the question of the discontinuing of the work

of the Joint Commission is concerned, as you will know it was

the American Delegation itself which after a time in the course

of the discussions suggested that the work of the Joint Com-

mission be suspended, and finally at its suggestion the work

of the Commission was suspended May 5, 1946.
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In your letter you stated that the exact fulfillment of the
Moscow Decision is and always has been the mission of the
American Delegation.

I must, however, note that during the work of the Joint
Commission the American Delegation did not, in fact, evidenoe
such a readiness and many times even declared that it did not
quite understand the Moscow Decision on Korea#

Your assertion that the Soviet delegation allegedly inter-
prets unilaterally the Moscow decision concerning the creation
of a Provisional Korean Democratic Government and the consul-
tation on the subject with Korean political parties and social
organizations is unfounded*

In the decision on Korea reached by the Moscow Conference
of the three Foreign Ministers, a series of measures were laid
out which aim at the reestablishment of Korea as an independent
state, the creation of conditions for the development of the
country on democratic principles and the speedy liquidation of
the ruinous after-efl ects of long Japanese domination in Korea#
Therefore, the Soviet delegation, being guided by the aims and
spirit of the Moscow decision, deems that it would not be right
to consult on the question of methods of fulfilling the Moscow
decision with those parties and those, who for tactical consid-
erations, although declaring their support of the decision, at
the same time make 6uch stipulations which convert their state-
ment of support of the Moscow decision into an empty declaration.

In regard to that part of your letter concerning the defi-
nition of the word "Democratic", the Soviet Delegation would
like to point out that in this question it is necessary to con-
sider not the declarative announcements of the party, and not the
names of separate parties and organizations, but the actual poli-
cies pursued by a given party. Inasmuch as the Moscow Decision
has outlined the necessary measures for the democratic recon-
struction of Korea, it is the opinion of the Soviet Delegation
that the attitude of different parties and groups toward the
Moscow Decision is the most important criterion of their true
democratic nature and of their striving to see Korea a demo-
cratic state. Thus, the position of the Soviet Delegation on
the question of consultation of the Joint Commission with the
Korean Democratic Parties and organizations fully corresponds
to the Moscow Decision. At the same time it is impossible not
to note that there is an obvious contradiction between the
interpretation in your letter of the word "Democracy" and the
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actual position which the American Delegation assumed during the

period of the work of the Joint Commission#

It is well known that the American Delegation has included

in the list of political parties and organizations for con-

sultation with the Joint Commission on the question of the cre-

ation of the Provisional Korean Democratic Government, all coli-

tical parties and organizations which had voiced their opnosition
against the Moscow Decision and only three Democratic Parties

which upheld the Moscow Decision# It is completely obvious that

the American Delegation, when it excluded from participation in

consultation with the Joint Commission such Democratic parties

and organizations of mass character as the Korean National
Revolutionary Party, the all-Korean Confederation of Labor, the

All-Koreans Womens Union, the All-Korean Youth Union, the All-

Korean Farmers and a number of other organizations, guided by
other than their democratic principles* As regards the freedom
for the Koreans to express their position toward formation of

the Korean Government or the realization of the Moscow Decision
on Korea, the Soviet Delegation has never anywhere made pro-
posals directed against the freedom of expression by the repre-
sentatives of Korean parties and organizations, wherever they
may be, and it is accordingly understood that any part or group
as well as any individual Korean citizen can express similar
ideas or present them to the Joint Commission.

I cannot agree with the interpretation set forth in your
letter on the question of trusteeship because such an interpre-
tation actually places in doubt the decision of the Moscow Con-
ference on this question, as it is known the Moscow decision
states i “it shall be the task of the Joint Commission with the
participation of the Provisional Korean Government and of the
Korean democratic organizations to also work out measures for
helping and assisting (non-trusteeship) the political, economic,
and social progress of the Korean people, the development of
democratic self-government and the establishment of the national
independence of Korea#

“

Thus, among the tasks of the Joint Commission is included
the preparation of proposals dealing with the establishment of
a trusteeship in regard to Korea with the stipulation that these
proposals relating to Korea for a period up to five years, will,
after consultation with the Provisional Korean Government be
submitted for joint consideration to the governments of the four
powers#
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From the above it is clear that the question pf the estab-
lishment of the trusteeship as a measure which must aid in the

democratic transformation of Korea has been definitely decided
by the Moscow Conference and on this basis there must be pre-
pared concrete proposals for the eventual working out of the
agreement of trusteeship.

During the interruption in the work of the Joint Soviet-
Amerioan Commission many events have occurred in South as well
as in North Korea, All these events testify that the Korean
people are striving to unite their country, to have a demo-
cratic government and to carry out their democratic transforma-
tion.

It is the opinion of the Soviet delegation that the delay
in the formation of the Korean Provisional Democratic Government
impedes the so necessary unification of Korea into a single state;
it is having a negative effect on the economic and political situ-
ation of the Korean people and is holding back the realization of

democratic transformation in all Korea,

The Soviet delegation is greatly concerned that the negoti-
ations of the Joint Commission, interrupted on the initiative of

the American Delegation in May 1S46 have not yet been resumed and

wishes to resume those negotiations as soon as possible on the

basis of exact fulfillment of the Moscow decision.

If after taking this into account, along with the foregoing

statement, you will express your consent to resume the work of

the Joint Commission, the Soviet delegation will always be ready

to resume the work,

(F) Letter from Gen, Hodge to General Chistiakov ,

dated November _1# 1S46 ,

I thank you for your letter of October 26th, 1946 and agree

with you that the continuation of the division of Korea into two

parts works great hardship on the Korean people. It also weakens

the prestige of two great allies who cooperated so fully to bring

a victorious end to the bitterest war in histbry, Each added

month of this division tends to make more difficult the imple-

mentation on the Moscow decision on Korea made by the foreign

ministers of the allies last December

,

for the purposes of reconciling the differences between the

US and the USSR delegations, which are not fully resolved in

your letter, I propose that the following basis of agreement for

reconvening the joint US-USSR commission be accepted by both the

Soviet and American delegations with view to the early resump-

tion of the sessions of the Joint Commission,

It is agreed to interpret Paragraphs two and three of the

declaration in communique number 5 of the US-USSR Joint Com-

mission, dated April 17th, 1946, to mean that such individuals.
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parties and social organizations shall not foment or instigate

mass opposition to the work of the Joint Commission or the ful-

fillment of the Moscow decision* Those individuals, parties,

and social organizations which do foment or instigate such

opposition shall be excluded from further consultation with

the Joint Commission* The decision excluding such individuals,

parties, and social organizations shall be by agreement of the

Joint Commission*

In consideration of this interpretation of the declaration

established in communique number 5 of the Joint Commission,

dated April 17th, 1946, both delegations agree that they will

not oppose consultation with any individual, political party,

or social organization which subscribes to and abides by the

declaration published in Joint communique number 5*

In order to eliminate any possible future misunderstanding

I believe it is advisable briefly to restate the position of

the United States at this time*

(a) The United States has always favored the exact fulfill-

ment of the Moscow decision by the Joint Commission* This de-

cision obviously includes the preparation of proposals "for the

working out of an agreement concerning a Four Power trusteeship

of Korea for a period of up to 5 years" which "shall be sub-

mitted for the joint consideration" of the Four Powers "following

consultation with the Provisional Korean Government *" However,

there is nothing in the Moscow decision which predetermines the

terms or nature of a Four Power trusteeship except that it shall

be a method "for helping and assisting (trusteeship) the politi-

cal, economic and social progress of the Korean people, the

development of democratic self-government and the establishment

of the national independence of Korea" to be worked out "with

the participation of the provisional Korean Democratic Govern-

ment," and a limitation placed upon its duration*

(B) The United States has always favored the exercise of
freedom of speech in Korea* The United States believes that all

Korean democratic parties and social organizations should be

permitted to make known their desires in the formation of their

own government* The representatives of the US see a great
difference between (l) The instigation of mass opposition to the
work of the Joint Commission and the fulfillment of the Moscow
decision; and (2) The proper exercise of freedom of expression
by Korean individuals, democratic parties and groups concerning
their wishes and desires in the formation of their own govern-
ment.
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On the basis of the United States position herein stated

and the suggested interpretation of paragraphs two and three

of the declaration in communique number 5 to the joint com-

mission which is approved for the United States delegation,

the American command proposes that the Joint Commission re-

sume its work without delay and I again cordially invite

Soviet delegation to return to Seoul at an early date for the

purpose of resuming negotiations# I shall be pleased to hear

from you as early as possible in order that the necessary pre-

liminary arrangements can be effected*”

(G) Letter from Gen * Chistiakov to Gen* Hodge ,

dated November 26 , 1946*

I acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated November 1,

1946.

It is with regret that I have to conclude that the con-

ditions upon which you propose to renew the negotiations of the

Joint Soviet-American Commission in substance do not differ

from the position laid down in your previous letter, which, in

the opinion of the Soviet delegation is in contradiction to

the Moscow decision on Korea*

Actually, you propose that the Joint Commission should con-

sult with any person, political party or social organization

which adheres to and aided by the declaration published in

communique number 5, moreover, such persons, parties or social

organizations must not and will not instigate or foment mass

opposition to the work of the Joint Commission or the fulfill-

ment of the Moscow decision*

Thus, according to this formula, the Joint Commission must

consult not only with democratic parties and social organizations

which uphold the Moscow decision, but also with those parties

and organizations which are hostile to this decision. Further-

more, these latter parties and organizations are even given an

opportunity to continue these activities direotly against the

Moscow decision with the exception that they should not instigate

or forment mass opposition to the work of the Joint Commission

or the fulfillment of the Moscow decison.

The acceptance of such a proposal would appear, rather as

a call to reactionary parties and groups not to retreat from

their hostile position towards the Moscow deoision, but merely

to curtail temporarily their activities directed against this
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decision so that they may have an opportunity to take part in

the consultations with the Joint Corranission. I must remind

you that it was precisely in such manner that these parties

accepted your public announcement of April 27th , 1946 which

contained an analagous interpretation of the agreement

embodied in communique number 5#

The result was that the parties and organizations which

had voiced their opposition to the Moscow decision agreed to

sign the declaration, but on the very second day after the

termination of the work of the Joint Commission, prominent

leaders of these parties and organizations again returned to

an aotive fight against the Moscow decision and its supporters.

There is no doubt that participation by those elements

in the consultations would be utilized by them with the aim of

sabotaging the fulfillment of the Moscow decision and would
only facilitate their activities in that direction. I must
again declare that if we are aiming at actual and complete

realization of the Moscow deoision on Korea, then, in the

opinion of the Soviet delegation, it is impossible to consult

on the question of methods of fulfilling this deoision with
those persons, parties and organizations who voice opposition
to the above mentioned decision -and who are aiming at sabo-

taging its filfillment , whom, for tactioal considerations, may
for the period of consultation with the Joint Commission tem-

porarily and in part limit their activities directed against

the Moscow deoision in order that they may renew these activ-
ities in full foroe as soon as consultation with Joint Com-
mission is terminated.

The foregoing in no way limits the freedom of Korean
democratic parties, social organizations or individuals to
express their position regarding the formation of the Korean
Government or other questions connected with the realization
of the Moscow deoision on Korea.

In my previous letter I have already directed your atten-
tion to the fact that the Soviet delegation has never made pro-
posals directed against the freedom of individuals, parties or
organizations to express anywhere their views on these ques-
tions and it is accordingly understood that any party or social
organization as well as an individual Korean citizen can express
similar views or present them to the joint commission.
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Desiring to fulfill the Mosoow decision on Korea speedily
and as definitely as possible, the Soviet side advances the
following proposals as a basis for the resumption of the work
of the Joint Soviet-Amerioan commission.

1# The Joint Commission must consult those democratic
parties and organizations which uphold fully the Moscow de-
cision on Korea.

2. Parties or social organizations invited for consultation
with the Joint Commission must not and will not voice opposition
nor will they incite others to voice opposition to the Moscow de-
cision.

3. Parties and social organizations invited for consulta-
tion with Joint Commission must not and will not voice opposi-
tion nor will they incite others to voice opposition to the
Moscow decision and the work of the Joint Commission. If suoh
be the case suoh parties, and social organizations, by mutual
agreement of both delegations will be excluded from further
consultation with the Joint Commission.

In the event you should agree to the foregoing proposals the
Soviet delegation is prepared, without delay, to arrive in Seoul
for the resumption of the negotiations of the Joint Commission.

(H) Letter from Gen. Hodge to Gen . Chistiakov ,

dated Deoember 24 , 1946.

I wish to acknowledge reoeipt of your letter of 26th November

1946.

I have had attaohed to this letter a copy of your letter of

26th November 1946 with paragraphs numbered to facilitate refer-

ence.

From a careful reading of Paragraphs II to VIII, both in-

clusive, the impression I receive is that the Soviet delegation

believes that proposals previously submitted by the United States

delegation appear to encourage "reactionary parties and groups"

to continue hostile opposition to the Moscow decision. I assure

you that the United States delegation has no such intention and

desires to oooperate with you in preventing such hostile opposi-

tion. Paragraphs IX and X of your letter guarantee on the part

of the Soviet delegation complete freedom of expression to

Korean political parties, social organizations and individuals
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"regarding the formation of the Korean Government, and other ques-

tions conneoted with the realization of the Moscow decision on

Korea"* The views expressed in these paragraphs are identical

with the position assumed by the United States delegation*

The last three paragraphs of your letter numbered 1 to 3,

although apparently in conflict with paragraphs IX and X never-

theless provide a basis for further discussion*

In view of the closeness of our position, I suggest that

your proposals and the following modifications be made the basis

for reconvening the Joint Commission*

Proposal number 1 to be interpreted as follows i Signing

the declaration in communique number 5 will be aocepted as a

declaration of good faith with respect to upholding fully the

Moscow decision and will make the signatory party or organi-

zation eligible for initial consultation.

Proposal number 2, I consider it the right of a declarant

party or organization to appoint the representative whioh it be-

lieves will best present to the Joint Commission its views of

the implementation of the Moscow decision. However, should such

representative for good reason be believed to be antagonistic

to the implementation of the Moscow decision or to either of the

Allied Powers, the Joint Commission may, after mutual agreement,

require the declarant party to name a substitute sookesraan*

Proposal number 3, it is suggested that it be reworded as

follows: "Individuals, parties and social organizations invited

for consultation with the Joint Commission shall not, after

signing the declaration contained in communique number 5, foment

or instigate active opposition to tne work of the Joint Com-

mission or to either of the Allied Powers or the fulfillment of

the Moscow decision. Those individuals, parties and sooial organi-

zations which after signing the declaration contained in communique

number 5 do foment or instigate active opposition to the work of

the Joint Commission or to either of tne Allied Powers or to the

fulfillment of the Moscow deoision shall be excluded from further

consultation with the Joint Commission. The decision excluding

such individuals, parties and social organizations shall be by

agreement of the Joint Conmission.

I trust that the basis proposed above will be acceptable to

you and trust you will notify me so that I may make the necessary

preliminary arrangements for reconvening the Joint Commission.
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(i) Letter from Gen, Chistiakov to Gen , Hodge ,

dated February 28 , 1947 ,

Confirming the reoeipt of your letter of December 24, 1946,
it is with satisfaction I note that as a result of our corre-
spondence the positions of both sides have actually drawn closer
together,

1, I take note of your declaration that you are ready to

accept as a basis for the resumption of the work of the Joint
Commission, the proposals set forth in my letter dated November 26,

1946, I agree with your interpretation of proposal number 1,

bearing in mind that the matter may not and must not be oonfined
merely to expressions of good intentions to uphold fully the
moscow decision on the part of those parties and organisations
which will sign the declaration contained in Communique Number 5,

Subsequent action of these parties and organizations who have

signed the above mentioned declaration, and consequently have
accepted the obligation to uphold fully the Mosoow decision on

Korea, likewise must be consonant with that obligation,

2, In reference to paragraph number 2 of my proposals, I

should like to explain that the Soviet Delegation considers it

expedient that parties and organizations which will take part

in consult at ion with the Joint Commission be informed beforehand
that they must not designate for consultation suoh representatives

who have compromised themselves by actively voicing opposition to

the Moscow decision.

Bearing this in mind, and taking into consideration your

observations, I propose the following wording for paragraph

number 2:
nA party or organization signatory to the declaration

contained in Communique Number 5 has the right to appoint such

a representative vho in its opinion can best present to the Joint

Commission its views regarding the fulfillment of the Moscow

decision, and who has not o cmpromised himself by actively voicing

opposition to that deoision. However, if the appointed represen-

tative, for completely valid reasons ,
be considered antagonistic

toward the fulfillment of the Moscow dec is ion or toward either of

the Allied’ powers, then the Joint Commission ,
following mutual

agreement , may demand that the party having made such a statement

( dec larat ion ) shou Id designate another representative in his place ,

3, I agree with your wording of proposal number 3, I assume,

however, that by the concept M individuals” shall be understood rep-

resentatives of parties and social organizations invited to
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participate in consultations in accordance with the provisions

set forth in paragraph number 2 above.

I would deem it more expedient to substitute for the word

"individuals" the words 'and their representatives' with the

result that the first sentence of your third proposal would be

worded as follows :
"Parties and social organizations and their

representatives invited for consultations ,
etc . According to

the texT^

The remainder of the wording of this proposal is accepted

by me without change.

4. Concerning your observations regarding the alleged

existence of conflicts between paragraphs 9 and 10 of my letter,

and the proposals set forth in that letter. I must say that I

do not discern any such conflict.

I hope that agreement by us on the conditions of consultation

will assure a speedy and successful resumption of the work of the

Joint Commission.
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APPENDIX 3i TEXTS OF MARSHALL-MOLOTOV LETTERS

(a) Letter from Secretary Marshall to Foreign Minister Molot ov »

dated April _8, 1947

I wish to call to your attention the situation in Korea# The

representatives of the Soviet Union and the United States on the

Joint (US-USSR) Commission in Korea have been unable to make pro-

gress towards the establishment of a Korean Provisional Government.

It has been nineteen months since the Japanese surrender, yet Korea

has profited little. The country is divided into two zones. The

Soviet Commander in northern Korea has refused to permit freedom

of movement and free economic exchange between these zones. This

had precluded freely chosen political amalgamation of the Korean

people and has resulted in grave economio distress.

The policy of the United States toward Korea has the follow-

ing basic objectives*

1. To assist in the establishment as soon as practicable of

a self-governing sovereign Korea* independent of foreign control

and eligible for membership in the United Nations;

2. To insure that the national government so established

shall be representative of the freely expressed will of the Korean

people.

3. To aid the Koreans in building a sound economy as an es-

sential basis for their independent and democratic state.

The United States, in the Cairo Declaration of 1 December

1943 declared its determination that in due oourse, Korea should

become free and independent. The United Kingdom and the Republic

of China were parties to the same declaration. The Cairo Declara-

tion was specifioally reaffirmed by the Three Powers in the Potsdam

Declaration which defined terms for the Japanese surrender. The

USSR in its declaration of war on Japan on August 8, 1945, declared

its adherence to these declarations.

Upon the surrender of Japan, United States and Soviet forces

accepted the surrender of Japanese forces in Korea in the areas

respectively south and north of a line arbitrarily assigned for

this purpose, the thirty-eighth degree parallel. This line of

demarcation became in effect a boundary between zones of occupa-

tion. At the conference of the Foreign Ministers of the US, UK

and USSR in Moscow in December 1945, the serious consequences of
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the bi-tonal division of Korea were discussed and ‘jiagreenient

reearding Korea was reached and published in part

communique of the conference. The Republic of Chin* subse-

quently subscribed to this agreement.

On March 20. 1S46. the Joint (US-USSR) Commission appointed

under the terms of the Moscow Agreement met and began its task.

^"tfined in the agreement, of assisting in formation of

a provisional Korean democratic government as a first step in

assuring the establishment of an independent and sovereign Korean

nation*

It was the hope of the government of the United Sta*” ^
,„..dv action would be taken by the Joint Commissldn, a provision

l
P
l Ko

y
rean goverment would rapidly be established, the unfortunate

resSts o/the line of demarcation between the United States and

the Soviet forces would be overcome and Korea could be started on

the way to attaining an independent and democratic government*

Unfortunately the work cf the Joint Commission became stale-

mated after a short time through failure to agree on the definition

of the word "democratic* as it pertained to the representatives of

the parties and social organisations mentioned in the Moscow Agree-

ment to be consulted by the Joint Commission in its task of assis-

ting in the formation of a provisional government. As it became

evident that no agreement could be reached at the time, the Joint

Commission adjourned sine die on May 8, 1946*

The United States Commander in Korea has several times sug-

gested to the Soviet Commander that the Commission reconvene and

get on with its work. However, the Soviet Commander has insisted

on a formula which would result in eliminating the majority of

representative Korean leaders from consultation as representatives,

of Korean democratic parties and social organisations, and has re-

iterated this position in a letter to the American Commander as

recently as February 28, 1947. It has therefore been impossible

to agree upon a basis for reconvening the Commission. Now in

April 1947, almost sixteen months since the agreement pertaining

to Korea was reached in Moscow, there has still been no real pro-

gress made towards the implementation of that agreement.

In fulfillment of the intent of the Agreement and Declaration

made at Moscow in December 1945, the government of the United States

desires to further the work of establishing a free and independent

Korea without additional delay. To this end I ask that our govern-

ments agree to instruct our respective Commanders ir Korea to
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reconvene the Joint Commission as soon as possible and charge it

with expediting its work under terms of the Moscow Agreement on

a basis of respect for the democratic right of freedom of opinion.

I further suggest that a mutually acceptable date during the

summer of 1947 be fixed for a review by the two governments of the

progress made to that date by the Joint Commission. In the mean-

time, the United States, mindful of its obligations under the

Moscow agreement, sees no alternative to taking without father

lay such steps in its zone as will advance the purposes of t a

agreement.

I am furnishing copies of this letter to the British and

Chinese governments.

(B) Letter from Foreign Minister Molotov to Secretary Marshall,

dated April 19 ,
1947 .

In reply to your letter of April 8 on the question of Korea,

I am ccoimunieating the following:

At the Moscow meeting of the Foreign Ministers of the Soviet

Union, the United States of America and the United Kingdom in

December 1945, an agreement was reached which determined the po -

iev of the three powers with respect to Korea. A basis for this

agreement were the proposals of the Soviet Government, to which

the Government of the U.S.A. also agreed, having consequently

abandoned its first intention not to establish a National Korean

Government in Korea. The Moscow Agreement held the establishment

of a provisional democratic Korean Government which could take all

the necessary measures for the development of Korean industry,

transport, Agriculture and the national culture of the Korean

people, to be a problem of primary importance.

Having made these proposals, the Soviet Government deemed

that the unification of Korea under the leadership of the Korean

National Government was the most important prerequisite for the

iteration of Korea as an independent state and the establishment

bases for the development of the country on democratic pnn-
f
,_ The Soviet Government continues to adhere to this point

ciples.
steadfast implementation of the Moscow

°f Vi6W
Ton Kor a being certaL that on the basis of the execu-

t?A
e

of

n
^his agreement Korea would be successfully developed along

tion
d would beoome an independent and prosper-

r°:t:irid
in

a: -bar of Oni*d Nations.

However the legislative program provided for Korea by the
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democratic Korean Government has not been established. The work

of the Joint Soviet-American Commission, established for the pur-

pose of collaborating in the establishment of a provisional demo-

oratic Korean Government was suspended as a result of the lact

that the American delegation on this Commission took a stand con-

trary to the Moscow Agreement on Korea. Furthermore, the American

command in southern Korea did not agree to a serious consideration

of the proposals by the Soviet Command in northern Korea on the

question of an eoonomic exchange between the two zones, which made

it impossible to reach an agreement on this question.

In the course of the work of the Joint Soviet-American Com-

mission during the period from March to May, 1946, the Soviet

delegation made every effort to effeot the execution of the afore-

mentioned agreement on Korea and, first of all, provide for a

prompt establishment of a provisional democratic Korean Govern-

ment and for the unification of Korea under its leadership. How-

ever, the Soviet delegation met not only with difficulties in this

connection, but also with direct counter-action on the part of the

American delegation. Basing itself on the agreement on Korea,

which provides that the Joint Conmission, in formulating its pro-

posals should consult Korean democratic parties and social organi-

zations, the Soviet delegation insisted on a wide-scale attraction

of such parties and organizations to consultation with the Com-

mission. The American delegation excluded participation by a

whole series of large democratic organizations in southern Korea

and insisted on consultation with groups which had taken a stand

in opposition to the Mosoow agreement, consultation with which,

naturally could not facilitate the execution of this agreement.

The Amerioan delegation included in the list of parties and organi-

zations submitted by it for consultation with the Joint Commission,

seventeen political parties and sooial groups of southern Korea

which took a stand against the Moscow agreement, and only three

democratic parties which supported the agreement. The American

delegation excluded suoh large democratic parties and social organ!

zations as the All-Korean Labor Confederation, the All-Korean

Peasant Union, the Korean National Revolutionary Pan;y, the All-

Korean Youth Uniou, etc., from participation in consultation.

Deeming it impossible to agree to this position of the American

delegation, the Soviet Delegation nevertheless did its utmost to

find a way to reaoh an agreed decision. This, however, appeared

impossible and the work of the Commission, on the suggestion of

the American delegation, was curtailed.

The intolerance of the resulting situation is evident. As a

result of this, as you know, it was neoessary to take new measures
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in endeavoring to find a way out of such a situation*

The Soviet Commander in his relations with the Amerioan Com-

mander endeavored to find a basis for the renewal of the wort of

the Joint Commission. As a result of an exohange of letters,

there has been a considerable rapprochement of the points of view

of both sides, which fact was noted by both oommanders. It was

expected that an agreement would soon be reaohed and the Joint

Commission would begin its work very shortly. However, no reply

has been received to date from the American Commander to the last

letter of February 28, from the Soviet Commander and the proposed

agreement was not reaohed. Disagreement of aotion was a serious

obstacle for the opportune fulfillment of the program of measures

proposed in the Mosoow Agreement of Korea as a whole.

In connection with northern Korea, during the period begin-

ning with the capitulation of Japan, considerable progress was

made in the field of democratization, and also with respect to

the restoration of national economy and culture. Wide democratic

reforms have been made which guarantee political freedom and raise

the standard of living of the population. I have in mind, first

of all, the introduction of an over-all electoral right; a law on

equal rights for women; the establishment of local authority

agencies and the People's Committee of Northern Korea on the basis

of free democratic elections; land reform, as a result of which

725,000 landless peasant farmers and those having little land re-

ceived more than 1 million hectares of free land, which formerly

belonged to Japanese colonists and their accomplices in Korea;

the nationalization of former Japanese industries, the 8 hour work-

day safeguarding of labor and social insurance; public education-

al reform as a result of which the Korean language has been re-

established, the network of sohools was increased and the number

of students was increased, etc. However, such wide democratic re-

forms have been carried out only in northern Korea, where there is

only two-fifths of the population of Korea.

The Soviet Government, closely adhering in their policy toward

Korea to the program planned in the Moscow Agreement, believes the

following to be points of primary importances

1 The establishment of a provisional democratic Korean

_ * * basis of a wide-scale participation of Korean
Government “^^^liOl organizations, in order to expedite

SnOmioOl^nd economic unification of Korea as a self-supporting

state° independent of foreign interference, which would do away with

the division of the country into two zones.
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2. The establishment of democratic authority agencies

throughout Korea by means of free elections on the basis of

a general and equal electoral right#

3# The aiding of Korean people in the restoration of

Korea as an independent demooratio state and in the develop-

ment of its national economy and national oulture#

In conformity with the steadfast aspiration on the part

of the Soviet Government for the prompt restoration of Korea

as a united sovereign state and elimination of difficulties

arising from the faot that Korea to date has not been unified

and does not have a national government, I propose that the

Joint Soviet-American Commission resume its work on May 20

of the current year in the city of Seoul, on the basis of an

exact execution of the Moscow Agreement on Korea, and that the

Commission present the result of its work on the elaboration of

recommendations with respect to the establishment of a provi-

sional democratic Korean Government for consideration by the

two governments in July and August 1947*

I am sending copies of the present letter to Mr. Bevin

and to the Chinese Ambassador in Moscow.

I beg you, Mr# Secretary of State, to accept the assurances

of my very highest consideration#

(C) Letter from Secretary Marshall to Foreign Minister Molotov ,

dated May 2, 1947 #

I have considered your letter of April IS, 1947 in which

you aooept our proposal to reconvene the US-USSR Joint Com-

mission and suggest that the Commission resume its work on

May 20 of this year# I have also noted your statement that

resumption of the Commission* s work shall be "on the basis of

an exact execution of the Moscow Agreement on Korea"#

In order to avoid any future misunderstanding with respect

to the phrase "exact execution" I wish to make clear my inter-

pretation of the phrase# In my letter to you of April 8, I

stated that the Joint Commission should be oharged with expe-

diting "its work under the terms of the Moscow Agreement on a

basis of respect for the democratic right of freedom of opin-

ion"# In making this statement I had and have in mind the well-

known position of the Government of the United States that

Korean representatives of democratic parties and social organi-

sations shall not be exoluded from consultation with the Com-

mission on the formation of a provisional Korean governmert
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because of opinion they might hold or may have expressed in the

past oonoerning the future government of their oountry ,
pro-

vided they are prepared to oooperate with the Commission*

You mention three points which the Soviet Government be-

lieves to be of primary importance in its policy towards Korea*

Your statement oonoerning the importance of establishing a pro-

visional democratic Korean Government on the basis of wide-

scale participation of Korean democratic parties and social or-

ganizations has from the beginning been accepted by the United

States Government as basic to its policy of assisting in the

establishment of a self-governing sovereign Korea, independent

of foreign oontrol and eligible fcr membership in the United

Nations*

I interpret your second point with respect to the estab-

lishment of "democratic authority agencies" throughout Korea

as referring to local, provincial and national government agencies

chosen, as you state, by means of free elections on the basis of

a general and equal elector «*.! "***hfc*

I welcome the assuranoe contained in your third point with

regard to the importance you attaoh to aiding in the restoration

of Korea as an independent democratic state and of the develop-

ment of its national eoonomy and national culture. The United

States Government has under consideration a constructive program

for the rehabilitation of the eoonomy of Korea and for its edu-

cational and political development*

In order that I may direot the United States Commander in

Korea to make preparations for opening the sessions of the Joint

Commie* ion in Seoul on May 20. 1947 may I receive an early con-

firmation that we are mutually agreed as to the basis on which

the Commission shall resume its important work?

I am furnishing copies of this letter to the Governments of

China and the United Kingdom.

Please aooept, Mr. Minister, assurance of my highest esteem,

(D) Letter from Foreign Minister Molotov to Secretary Marshall,

dated May 7.*

I acknowledge receipt of your

resumption of the work of the Joint

Korea*

letter of May 2 concerning the

Soviet-American Commission on
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Your proposal, as I understand it, is to the effect that

before the resumption of the wcrk of the Joint Commission an

agreement should be reached concerning the conditions for con-

cultat ion with Korean democratic parties and social organi-

zations.

This question was the subject of an exchange of correspon-

dence between the Soviet and American Conmanders in Korea as a

result of which, as I already answered in my previous letter,

the points of view of the two sides were brought considerably

closer.

The Soviet Commander in his letter of November 26, 1946

advanoed the following proposals as a basis for the resumption

of the work of the Joint Commission:

•l. The Joint Commission must consult those democratic

parties and organisations whioh uphold fully the Moscow deci-

sion on Korea*

n2. Parties or social organisations invited for con-

sultation with the Joint Commission must not nominate for

consultation those representatives who have compromised them-

selves by actively voicing opposition to the Moscow Deoision,

*3, Parties and social organizations invited for con-

sultation with the Joint Commission must not and will not voice

opposition nor will they incite others to voice opposition to

Moscow deoision and the work of the Joint Commission, If such

be the case, suoh parties and sooial organizations by mutual

agreement of both delegations will be excluded from further con-

sultation with the Joint Commission”,

The American Commander in his letter of December 24, 1946,

agreed to aocept these proposals of the Soviet Commander with

the following changes as the basis for the resumption of the

work of the Joint Coxmnission:

“Proposal number one to be interpreted as follows: signing

the declaration in communique number five will be accepted as

declaration of good faith with respect to upholding fully the

Mosoow decision and will make the signatory party or organization

eligible for initial consultation,

"Proposal number two, I consider it the right of a deola-

rant party or organization to appoint the representative whioh
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it believes will best present to the Joint Commission its views

on the implementation of the Moscow decision*

•However, should suoh representative for good reason be be-

lieved to be antagonistic to the implementation of the Moscow de-

cision or to either of the Allied powers, the Joint Commiss ion

may, after mutual agreement, require the declarant party to name

a substitute spokesman*

"Proposal number three, it is suggested that it be reworded

as follows* individuals, parties and social organizations in-

vited for consultation with the Joint Commission should not after

signing the declaration contained in communique number five fo-

ment or instigate active opposition to the work of the Joint Com-

mission or to either of the Allied powers or to the fulfillment

of the Moscow decision*

"Those individuals, parties and social organizations which

after signing the declaration contained in communique number five

do foment or instigate aotive opposition to the work of the Joint

Commission or to eitter of the Allied Powers or to the fulfillment

of the Moscow deoision shall be excluded from further consultation

with the Joint Commission*

"The decision excluding suoh individuals, parties and social

organizations shall be by agreement of the Joint Commission".

With a view to expediting the resumption of the work of the

Joint Commission and the creation of a temporary Korean democratic

government, I am prepared to accept the amendments set forth above

proposed by the American Coranander. I hope that there will thus

exiBt no further reasons for postponing the convocation of the

Joint Commission*

In your letter you state that the Government of the United

States is at the present time considering a constructive pro-

gram for the reconstruction of Korean economy and its cultural

and political development* I presume that the Joint Commission,

in accordance with the Moscow Agreement on Korea, after the com-

pletion of the work connected with the formation of a provisional

Korean democratic government should consider with the participa-

tion of this government proposals from the American and Soviet

sides concerning measures of aid and assistance for the politi-

cal, economic, and social progress of the Korean people, the

development of democratic autonomy, and the establishment of the

state independence of Korea and present agreed recommendations

on these questions*
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I am sending a copy of this letter to the Government of the

United Kingdom and China*

Please accept. Mr. Secretary of State, the assurances of my

highest consideration.

(E) Letter from Secretary Marshall to Foreign Minister Molotov.

dated May 12 ,
194? •

I have received your letter of May 7. 1947 and am pleased

. « agreement of your Government to the reconvening of

American
Korea . Thoae proposals were authorised by this

Commander in Korea. V
t0 the statement con-

Government and are laenxicai m f
M « 1947.

tained in the seoond paragraph of my letter of ay ,

I am instructing the American Commander in Korea to make

rr-s Jrins’s - vr-
United Kingdom and China*

X convey renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
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APPENDIX 4: text of joint (os-'Jssr )
co^ission

COMMUNIQUE NUMBER 5

The U.S. - Soviet Joint Commission continued discussion “
the question of conditions of ^"^^^f^^T^htikov.
ties and social organisation.

rh«riman at sessions held
Chief of the SovietDelegation^aschar

Seoul,
on 8. 9, 11 and 13 April 1946. in the Uu

United
Korea, and Major General A. V. Arnold hi

Apri i 1946.
States Delegation, was Chairman at the session P

_ r -t-hnroup'h investigation and analysis of the

organ i zati ons

:

"decision

"The Joint Commission will consult with Korean democratic

their^ims^a^^eth^^a^^hich will^subscribe^to^he following

declarations s

„,Ve declare that we will uphold the aims of the

Moscow De^^-a as stated in paragraph 1 of this de-

cision, namelyi

•The reestablishment of Korea as an inde-

pendent state, the creation of conditions

for developing the country on democratic

principles, and; the earliest Possible

srjssss suirssjK. *. tor...

Further , « tlclp,tio» of the Frovle.onol

Z Government ,
of propo.el. oonoerniw—

foreseen by p.r.pr.ph 3 of the «••«»

Representing the

Signed

party of Organization.
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The procedure for inviting, representatives of Korean demo-

cratic parties and social organizations to consult with the

Joint Commission is being worked out by Joint Sun-Commission

No. 1. When details of the procedure are completed, it will be

announced publicly.

Joint Sub-Commission No. 2, taking into consideration the

proposals of the Korean democratic parties and social organi-

zations with which it will consult, will prepare for the Joint

Commission a charter on the structure and principles of organi-

zation of the Provisional Korean Democratic Government at all

levels. This charter will designate the various agencies of

government will exercise executive, legislative and judicial

authority, with their duties and functions.

Joint Sub-Commission No. 3 has been directed to work out

a political platform and other appropriate measures for the

future provisional Korean Democratic Government.

This Sub-Commission, also will consult with the Korean
democratic parties and social organizations.

The platform will be a document stating the aspirations

and objectives of the Provisional Korean Democratic Government

in the political, economic and cultural fields. It will be

comprehensive enough to embrace such questions as industry,

agriculture, transportation, finance, public education, and

freedom of speech and press, etc.






